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Abstract

Today’s environments increasingly comprise a network of smart and interactive devices that
change our perception and relationship with our surroundings. This enables us to access
massive information and functionality at our fingertips but may also induce overload and
stress and reduce our mental well-being. Additionally, it triggers changes in spatial usage
and onsite behaviors, challenging cities to preserve their places’ authenticity and social and
cultural identity.

These environmental changes push human-computer interaction (HCI) to research the design
space of human-environment interaction and develop new design approaches and concepts
that support designing for shared multi-user contexts. This also requires designing interac-
tions in relation to the target environment’s social, cultural, and spatial conditions to preserve
their identity. Experiencing interaction under consideration of these relations fosters sense-
and meaning-making, which strengthens users’ feelings of belonging, understanding, and
social connectedness. However, HCI research lacks design concepts and approaches to con-
textualizing interfaces so that they can promote this effect.

The thesis approaches the gap with the goal of developing a design concept to contextualize
interfaces for meaningful human-environment interaction. For this, I present a three-step
process including identifying design approaches and requirements for shared environments,
the theoretical development of the design concept Traces in Use, and the concept’s empirical
evaluation in physical, augmented, and virtual reality human-environment interactions.

My work shows that the Traces in Use concept can implicitly increase interfaces’ social and
cultural meaning and, thus, supports their contextualization. The Traces in Use concept de-
veloped in this thesis is a strong design concept for creating meaningful human-environment
interactions, which supports place-making and social connectedness in three different realit-
ies. Additionally, the concept responds to the need for preserving places’ authenticity and
identity by reusing natural and recognizable features of physical reality environments, aka
traces, that embody temporal courses and socio-cultural behaviors.

My work also reveals outstanding research questions and opportunities relevant to human-
computer and human-environment interactions. This includes evaluating the concept further
in different cultural contexts and with user groups or exploring their potential for meaningful
mixed-reality contextualization. The thesis approaches a subject of the HCI Grand Challenges
by providing a concept to create meaningful human-environment interactions and revealing
various additional challenges for future research.

Zusammenfassung

Heutige Umgebungen bestehen zunehmend aus einem Netzwerk intelligenter und interak-
tiver Geräte, die unsere Wahrnehmung und Beziehung zu unserer Umgebung verändern.
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Dies ermöglicht uns den Zugriff auf massive Informationen und Funktionen auf Knopfdruck,
kann aber auch zu Überlastung und Stress führen und unser geistiges Wohlbefinden beein-
trächtigen. Darüber hinaus löst es Veränderungen in der Raumnutzung und im Verhalten
vor Ort aus, welches zu Verlusten der authentischen Ortscharaktere und deren soziale und
kulturelle Identität führen kann.

Diese Veränderungen führen dazu, dass der Forschungsbereich Mensch-Computer-
Interaktion (HCI) den Gestaltungsraum der Mensch-Umwelt-Interaktion erforscht, um neue
Designansätze und -konzepte zu entwickeln, die gemeinsame Multi-User-Kontexte unter-
stützen. Dies erfordert auch die Gestaltung von Interaktionen, die die sozialen, kulturellen
und räumlichen Bedingungen der Zielumgebung berücksichtigen, um deren Identität zu
bewahren. Interaktionserfahrungen, die diese Beziehungen berücksichtigen, förden die
Sinn- und Bedeutungsbildung, womit das Zugehörigkeitsgefühl, das Verständnis und die
soziale Verbundenheit der Benutzer:innen gestärkt wird. Der HCI-Forschung fehlen jedoch
Designkonzepte und Ansätze zur Kontextualisierung von Interfaces, um diese Wirkung zu
fördern.

Die Arbeit zielt darauf ab, ein Designkonzept zu entwickeln, um Interfaces für eine sinn-
und bedeutungsvolle Mensch-Umwelt-Interaktion zu kontextualisieren. Dazu stelle ich
einen dreistufigen Prozess vor. Dieser umfasst die Identifizierung von Designansätzen und
-anforderungen für gemeinsam genutzte Umgebungen, die theoretische Entwicklung des
Designkonzepts Traces in Use und die empirische Konzeptevaluierung in virtuellen, augmen-
tierten und physischen Mensch-Umwelt-Interaktionen.

Meine Arbeit zeigt, dass das Traces in Use-Konzept implizit die soziale und kulturelle Bedeu-
tung von Interfaces erhöhen kann und somit deren Kontextualisierung unterstützt. Das in
dieser Arbeit entwickelte Traces in Use-Konzept ist ein starkes Designkonzept zur Erstellung
sinnvoller Mensch-Umwelt-Interaktionen, welches die Raumverbundenheit und -gestaltung
und soziale Verbundenheit in virtueller, augmentierter und physischer Realität unterstützt.
Darüber hinaus reagiert das Konzept auf die Notwendigkeit, die Authentizität und Identität
von Orten zu bewahren, indem natürliche und erkennbare Merkmale physischer Realitäts-
umgebungen, wiederverwendet werden, auch bekannt als Spuren, die zeitliche Verläufe und
soziokulturelle Verhaltensweisen verkörpern.

Meine Arbeit zeigt zudem weiterführende Forschungsfragen und Möglichkeiten auf, die für
Mensch-Computer- undMensch-Umwelt-Interaktionen relevant sind. Dazu gehört dieweitere
Evaluierung des Konzepts in verschiedenen kulturellen Kontexten und Benutzergruppen oder
die Erkundung ihres Potenzials für eine sinnvolle realitätsübergreifende Kontextualisierung.
Die Arbeit nähert sich einem Thema der HCI Grand Challenges, indem sie ein Designkonzept
zur Erstellung sinn- und bedeutungsvoller Mensch-Umwelt-Interaktionen bereitstellt und
verschiedene zusätzliche Herausforderungen für zukünftige Forschung aufzeigt.
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Figure 1: Traces of use as manifestations of social and cultural information in the physical reality:
a) and c) color traces indicating that something is missing to complete the picture, b) and g)
spatial movement traces from a single versus multiple persons, d) and h) rubbed-off surface
traces, e) and f) traces indirectly caused by humans through the interaction with another object,
and i) a trace of the cultural norm (in Munich, Germany) of rubbing a lion’s face for good luck.
Picture a) is from an unknown online source. All other pictures are from my collection.
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1
INTRODUCTION

The environment also collects data about what is going on and
aggregates the data, but provides and communicates the resulting
information - hopefully in an intuitive way so that ordinary people
can comprehend it easily - for guidance and subsequent actions
determined by the people.

– N. Streitz [200]

Figure 1.1: Speculative Vision of Smart Cities. Media facades stream the latest advertisements in
my face from every corner. Autonomous robots rule the street, erasing any traces of the people living
there. The city looks like any other place in the world. Only the little glimpses of the architecture
and the shiny statues give me an idea of what a culturally rich city it once was. As I walked through
the streets, I realized that it wasn’t just the physical environment. The people, too, seem to have
little connection to their past and each other. Everyone is busy, interacting with their phones with
paying little attention to their surroundings. © Seyda Yildiz
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Research Gap

In 2019, Stephanidis et al. [199] presented the Seven HCI Grand Challenges that shape the re-
search agenda of human-computer interaction (HCI). These challenges include the shift from
human-computer to human-environment interactions [200] deriving from the increasing
development of smart, interactive environments that comprise multiple interactive devices
in one space shared with multiple users. This requires a shift from single-user to shared and
multi-user interaction [217] and concerns physical (PR), augmented (AR), virtual (VR), and
mixed reality (MR) environments [199]. With this, human-environment interaction requires
designing for varying physical and spatial contexts and mixed cultural and social user groups.

Considering these varying influences in the design process can lead to meaningful interac-
tions by enabling users to understand the experience in connection to their surroundings.
This triggers users’ sense- and meaning-making beyond the individual and situational experi-
ence [94, 148, 171]. Designing for meaningful human-environment interactions contributes
to users’ well-being by increasing, for example, their social connectedness [175] and aware-
ness [142, 203]. Furthermore, meaningful interaction experiences at and with a place1 can
increase users’ feeling of rootedness and belonging [7, 10, 53, 196], two of the most basic hu-
man needs [129, 145]. Consequently, aiming for meaningful human-environment interactions
can positively contribute to users’ well-being in the long-term.

However, human-environment interaction poses two major research challenges: Multiple
interactive devices inter-weaved into every aspect of our daily lives [212] can quickly cause,
for example, noise or light pollution [59]. With this, they create environmental stressors [40]
that can induce information overload and distraction [34, 117, 213] and risk users’ mental
well-being [59]. The second major challenge derives from redesigning everyday objects and
environments into smart, interactive entities that change people’s activities, spatial usage,
and behavior [56, 73]. These socio-cultural changes stand in contrast to existing norms [138]
and bear risks for the authenticity and identity of cities [188]. One example relates to mobile
device users. They increasingly detach from their surroundings [127, 165] because instead of
freely exploring and engaging, users follow app recommendations on where to go next or
are constantly distracted by playing games, listening to music, or chatting with friends on
their phones [113]. This moves socio-cultural activities from the physical to the digital space,
which increases the social distance between different user groups and impedes identifying
with one’s surroundings [127].

Alternatively, research suggests to embedded interfaces into the environment and allowing
for direct interaction with it [218, 219]. One suggestion is to design for heterogeneous user
groups [45] to make interfaces recognizable for some but easy to ignore by others considering
the groups’ different intentions and interests [124, 190]. Another approach is contextualizing
interfaces [38, 119, 205]. Such interfaces are characterized by: i) being embedded into the envi-
ronment, ii) reflecting the local identity, iii) encouraging individual user engagement, and iv)

1A place is here defined according to Dourish [50] as an environment with social and cultural meaning.
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Motivation and Research Gap

inter-personal collaboration and connection [219]. Thus, they support meaningful interaction
in shared environments by being socially relevant [219] and personally valuable [166] and
enabling direct interactionwith the environment [218]. However, both approaches lack design
tools and concepts to create such interfaces [10, 34, 117, 186, 195, 213].

Research Gap

There is a lack of design concepts in contextualizing interfaces for meaningful human-
environment interactions.

1.1.1 Motivating the Initial Research Context: Historical Sites

Approaching the research gap requires selecting and analyzing the context that should be
designed [123] to identify design opportunities for embedding and contextualizing interfaces.
In this thesis, historical sites in the physical reality (PR) serve as initial environments. For
one, they struggle with losing their significance due to information missing onsite [121],
being hard to understand [201] or not being sufficiently engaging [156, 167] or personally
relevant [23]. Yet, they are essential for the individual and societal development [107, 108, 189]
by, for example, embodying “society’s living memory” [14, 123]. Second, due to this challenge,
prior HCI research has extensively studied these types of shared environments (c.f., [37, 83,
96, 167]), providing a solid research foundation as a starting point. Third, learning from this
prior research identifies historical sites as sensitive design spaces requiring the design of
unobtrusive interfaces for onsite interaction [79, 80, 167]. Hence, historical sites could benefit
from unobtrusive, recognizable, and meaningful interfaces that foster understanding and
connection to the place.

The choice of environment also influences the type of meaningful interaction that is explored
in this thesis, considering the need to understand such places’ significance and their relevance
for contemporary life. This can be approached in multiple ways. Mekler and Hornbæk [148]
define the different types from an individual user perspective, which is not sufficient for
shared environments as they lack the shared or environmental meanings of places [78].
Consequently, the thesis focuses onmeaning triggered by connectedness and coherence [148],
and considers the meanings of place framework [78] to reflect the shared meaning-making of
multi-user public environments.

1.1.2 Motivating Traces for Contextualizing Interfaces

Based on the historical sites’ explorations presented in this thesis and previous work, I
explored the design potential of traces of use for contextualizing interfaces. The motivation
to research traces originates from the socio-cultural notion of material traces that develop
over time and usage [103]. With this, materials and material characteristics of interfaces
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Introduction

influence how users understand and make meaning of the interaction experience [69, 110,
179]. Meaning is generated through perceivable material changes, so-called traces of use (see
Figure 1), regarding how an object was used within a social and cultural construct [43]. This
encompasses tangible and intangible values, and the temporal development [103, 179, 215, 216].
For example, when standing in front of a friend’s bookshelf, the worn-out book that has been
read a thousand times versus others that have barely been touched allows assumptions of its
readers’ preferences and interests. Thus, this single book trace triggers associations about
the reader beyond the individual experience [210]. Traces of use can implicitly elicit sense-
and meaning-making about the individual user’s behavior and shared social and cultural
norms [43, 102, 128], either as a social cue [115, 157],memory cue [98, 150] or,when consistently
reoccurring, as behavior pattern [3, 120]. As such, traces incorporate characteristics that help
contextualize interfaces and foster meaningful interaction experiences.

Yet, these previous works have not explored the traces’ potential to design meaningful in-
teractions in shared environments leading to a lack of empirical knowledge. This further
transfers to lacking tools and methods to identify, define, design, and make interactive in-
terfaces and environments with traces (lack of methodology). Traces are also hard to define
due to diverging definitions and types and existing similar concepts in the literature (c.f.,
“breadcrumbs” [137, 155]). These diverging understandings of traces also challenge defining
clear design recommendations transferable across application contexts (lack of concept).
In this thesis, I narrow these lacks by presenting the development and evaluation of the
Traces in Use design concept to contextualize interfaces for meaningful interactions in shared
environments. This includes a Traces in Use framework as a design tool and practical recom-
mendations for the making of Traces in Use interfaces.

Research Opportunities

Design Context Historical Sites: Historical sites are sensitive design spaces with high
social and cultural value. They are also continuously challenged to preserve and commu-
nicate their significance. With these characteristics, they are a suitable research context
to start exploring interface contextualization opportunities.

Traces for Meaningful Human-Environment Interaction: Traces of use provide inherent
qualities to contextualize interfaces. Yet, their potential has not been explored for de-
signing meaningful human-environment interactions providing research opportunities
approached by this thesis.

1.2 Research Structure and Key Findings

This thesis responds to the research gap in a three-step process (STEP I-III). STEP I yields
approaches to design for shared PR environments by exploring historical sites. Based on the
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Research Structure and Key Findings

results and related work, STEP II explores and conceptualizes traces of use as unobtrusive,
recognizable, and meaningful environmental features into a theoretical Traces in Use design
concept. Lastly, STEP III reports the empirical concept evaluation in physical (PR), virtual
(VR), and augmented (AR) reality environments. While excluding the concept evaluation in
mixed reality (MR), I will consolidate the empirical evaluations under the umbrella term
extended reality (XR) [76] in the further thesis progress.
In this work, I switch from ‘I’ to ‘we’ when I refer to papers conducted in collaboration with
others. Similarly, I apply the term “environment” to non-specific locations and “place” when
discussing a specific place already incorporating social and cultural meaning [50].

1.2.1 STEP I: Analyzing and Designing for Public, Historical Sites in Physical Reality

STEP I presents two design approaches to embed interfaces into shared environments. One
focuses on analyzing and reusing contextual conditions for adapting the interface design to
the respective context. The other considers the diverging human perception capacities of
heterogeneous user groups to design seemingly unobtrusive interfaces for non-users while
staying recognizable for interested users. The STEP is guided by the question:

Q1 How can we design embedded interfaces in shared environments that are meaningful
and comply with the needs of heterogeneous user groups?

STEP I Key Findings

Physical Design: Exploring historical sites emphasizes that interfaces should support
the place’s meaning and atmosphere instead of distracting from it [P1, P5, P12]. We
identify a natural design approach in a literature survey [P7] that facilitates embedding
interfaces seamlessly into different environments while keeping them recognizable to
interested user groups. The approach uses materials, their characteristics, and objects in
the environment [P2] for the interface design so that users can focus on the place’s social
and cultural identity [P1, P5].

Perceptual Perspective: Considering heterogeneous user group needs, we further ex-
plore the inattentional blindness [P12], a phenomenon from perceptual psychology that
describes failing to notice something due to a lack of attention [192] and its effect at a pub-
lic, historical square. Our results show that designers can account for the inattentional
blindness of non-users when contextualizing interfaces in public places while keeping
them recognizable by users by adapting the interface’ seeming task-relevance [P12]. For
this, the carriera shape and appearance should reflect task relevancy [P12].

Foundation Design Concept: Both design approaches [P7, P12] respond to Q1 regard-
ing the embedding of interfaces or complying with heterogeneous user group needs.
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However, neither approach tackles inter-personal connections, which limits the inter-
faces’ contextualization. These findings constitute exploring alternatives to increase
meaningfulness in the form of traces in the next step.

Core publications: [P1], [P2], [P5], [P7], [P12]

aThe term ‘carrier’ refers to the object containing all technology for the interaction [219]. The carrier
extended through technology results in an interface.

1.2.2 STEP II: Concept Development - Exploring and Conceptualizing Traces of
Use As Design Features to Contextualize Interfaces

STEP II reports the process of identifying traces of use that are natural for urban environments
as potential design features to create contextualized interfaces. By this, STEP II considers
STEP I findings but additionally explores interface contextualization concerning social con-
nectedness and local identity. STEP II informs about i) recognizable characteristics and types
of context-specific natural traces for urban environments and their interpretation, ii) design-
relevant trace characteristics and dimensions for conceptualizing traces into the Traces in Use
design concept. The guiding question in STEP II is:

Q2 How can we conceptualize natural traces of use for designing meaningful human-
environment interaction?

STEP II Key Findings

Natural Traces of Use Characteristics for Interface Contextualization: The paper [P10]
finds that traces of use are recognizable and natural features of urban environments. The
meaning-making of traces is highly influenced by the context and the trace characteris-
tics [P10, P11]. Furthermore, [P11] identifies approaches to create Traces in Use designs.
Both publications highlight design dimensions for creating Traces in Use interfaces, which
we set into relation in the Traces in Use framework [P3, P6] (see Figure 3.1).

Theoretically Evaluated Traces in Use Concept: We present the idea of traces as a de-
sign concept along urban interaction design challenges [P13] and evaluate the concept
theoretically in expert interviews for PR [P6] and VR contexts [P3]. Findings confirm
the successful theoretical conceptualization of traces into the Traces in Use concept for
contextualizing interfaces and environments implicitly (Q2). Furthermore, interview
results emphasize the vast Traces in Use design space when extending the physical traces
to XR traces. In this context, the Traces in Use concept also enables manifesting and
sharing temporal courses and other, so far intangible information such as heartbeat or
socio-cultural behaviors [P3, P6].
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Contribution

Core publications: [P3], [P6], [P10], [P11], [P13]

1.2.3 STEP III: Evaluating The Traces in Use Design Concept in XR Environments

Step III evaluates and refines the Traces in Use concept through empirical studies in PR, AR,
and VR and, thus, explores the concept beyond PR and historical sites for other meaningful
human-environment interaction contexts. The types of traces, their integration, and their
design were adapted to the respective technology and context. The guiding question is:

Q3 What (varying) effect does the Traces in Use concept have when applied to contextualize
interfaces in shared environments in different realities?

STEP III Key Findings

Traces in Use for XR: The concept Traces in Use can be confirmed for contextualizing
XR interfaces and providing meaningful experiences in shared PR, AR and VR environ-
ments [P3, P4, P6, P8]. However, the empirical results also show current challenges
regarding the traces’ aesthetics and scalability [P6, P9]. The concept classifies it as a
strong design concept for contextualizing interfaces and designing meaningful human-
environment interactions [P6]. Responding to Q3, STEP III further highlights diverging
and common design considerations when applying the concept in different realities.

Core publications: [P3], [P4], [P6], [P8], [P9]

1.3 Contribution

The increasing development of ubiquitous, smart environments [199, 212] requires consid-
ering interactions and their impact on contextual influences and dependencies beyond the
individual. Consequently, the shift toward human-environment interaction is already happen-
ing while HCI research is behind in developing approaches, concepts, and tools to design for
this change of perspective. The thesis contributes with two design approaches and a concept
for human-environment interaction by exploring context-specific natural features [P1, P2,
P7] that can be recognized by interested users but easily ignored by others [P12]. By this,
the approaches support physically embedding interfaces that counteract environmental
stressors [40, 59, P13] and comply with heterogeneous user group needs [P6, P12]. For in-
creasing the interfaces social and cultural meaningfulness, I developed the Traces in Use
design concept [P3, P6, P10, P11, P13]. The concept is based on the two design approach [P7,
P12] by conceptualizing context-specific natural and recognizable features, namely traces of
use. By focusing on designing for meaningful human-environment interactions, the thesis
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aligns with Frauenberger’s [61] reflection on the next (fourth) wave of HCI and the need to
design meaningful relations instead of user experiences. Physical material traces have been
used to analyze and reflect meaningful relationships for a long time [103, 110, 128] because
they embody memories [98, 150] and behaviors [3, 115, 120, 157]. This thesis extends prior
work with a deeper understanding of traces in HCI design and their potential to reflect the
socio-cultural, temporal, physical, and spatial relationships in an interface [P4, P6, P8, P9]. By
this, the thesis narrows the lack of knowledge in HCI research. The insights further provide
hands-on recommendations for making contextualized Traces in Use interfaces, narrowing
the lack of methodology. Lastly, the thesis demonstrates application scenarios of the Traces in
Use design concept for varying contexts and realities, and structures and defines traces in HCI
compared to other related concepts. Consequently, the thesis contributes to narrowing the
lack of concept regarding traces withinHCI. To this end, the thesis further highlights research
questions for future work about Traces in Use interfaces in other socio-cultural contexts, the
scalability of Traces in Use for “more-than-human” designs when used over a longer time, and
ethical considerations and ownership when tracking and reusing traces for designing XR.

Research Contribution

The thesis contributes two design approaches and a concept for designing meaningful
human-environment interactions. By this, the thesis narrows the research gap and opens
the design space of XR traces for implicitly increasing socio-cultural understanding
and connectedness. Further, the work provides practical insights considering tools and
classifications supporting future design processes.
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2
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

This chapter embeds the thesis into current research and defines terms relevant for further
reading. Driving topics are human-environment interaction, sense- and meaning-making,
and the knowledge and usage of traces in research.

2.1 Human-Environment Interaction

Human-environment interaction is a research direction focusing on the interactions in
shared and smart environments [199, 200] that are enhanced with embedded sensors and
actuators [75, 111]. In the movement toward human-environment interaction, designers and
researchers alike are challenged by turning everyday objects and architecture into interactive
entities [200, 217]. This includes the research challenges of enhancing physical materials
and environments with technology [P2, 91, 217], finding strategies and approaches to embed
technology into the environment to be unobtrusive and recognizable [117, 208, 213], and pro-
viding interactive experiences that foster well-being, and social and cultural engagement [5,
18, 32, 59, 99].

2.1.1 Contextualizing Interfaces and Environments

By contextualizing interfaces, previous work has explored interfaces that relate users to
their surroundings and other places users [38, 46, 90, 119]. One of the main purposes of
contextualizing interfaces is to provide meaningful experiences to users by being socially
relevant [219] and valuable for the individual [166]. The making of such interfaces is a con-
tinuous research challenge also due to the lack of design tools and methods. Additional to
Wouters [219] four design aspects to contextualize media facades, there are only the three
contextualization perspectives, namely the content, carrier, and environment perspective,
introduced by Vande Moere and Wouters [205] so far. These three perspectives provide a
guideline as to which perspectives must be analyzed and considered in the design process to
contextualize interfaces [205]. They define content as the displayed information to the users,
environment as the surrounding physical conditions, spatial affordance, and onsite activities,
and the carrier as the “broadcasting medium” [205]. Both works [205, 219] provide the basis
for designing the contextualized prototypes presented in this thesis.

2.1.2 Unobtrusive Interfaces and Inattentional Blindness

In shared environments, interfacesmust be non-disruptive to comply with the heterogeneous
user group needs of interested and non-interested users [45]. Thus, previous research has,
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for example, explored designing unobtrusive interface [122, 177]. The unobtrusive design has
various definitions [126] and is determined by adapting the interface design to the context [185]
and the attention andworkload it requires from the user [72]. As part of the latter, inattentional
blindness occurs when the user’s attention is focused on a primary task so that the other
visual input presented in the center of our visual perception is missed [140, 192]. This means
that users concentrated on a specific task can easily overlook interfaces right in front of them.
Inattentional blindness has been exploited to, for example, decrease rendering times without
users noticing it, i.e., [36, 172], or for hiding task-irrelevant information [164]. Consequently,
the interface is unobtrusive for some, while visible to others due to its role and meaning for
the users’ task at hand. In one of the projects [P12], I show that inattentional blindeness can
be exploited to design for heterogeneous user groups in shared environments.

2.2 Sense and Meaning

Meaningful interactions [154, 199] improve the quality of an interaction [148] by responding
to users’ needs and values [84]. According to Mekler and Hornbæk [148], such designs can
trigger the feeling of connectedness, give purpose, and provide coherence, resonance, and
significance. They allow users to make sense of the experienced [171], which is the process
of reflecting on and relating to the experience beyond the situational interaction [17, 94].
Additionally, sense-making enables buildingmeaningful relationships [24, 94]. In comparison
to sense-making, meaning-making is the process of reflecting upon and understanding the
meaning of an experience on an individual, personal level [146, 222]. Designing meaningful
interactions is, however, complex [133] and challenging [11] because a “meaning” is volatile
and continuously changes depending on the contextual influences and social dynamics [11,
116]. Altogether, sense-making is a component to create meaningful interactions [148] but the
processes of sense- and meaning-making differ. In this thesis, I present different measure-
ments and approaches to create meaningful interaction with a focus on sense-making.

2.2.1 Meaningful User-Place Relationship

In shared environments, meanings are defined frommultiple perspectives, the individual
(“self”), the conditions onsite, including the spatial affordance andplace usage (“environment”),
and through a local community’s cultural and social conditions, called “others” [78]. These
perspectives emphasize the role of the environment’s architectural and spatial features [6,
97] and socio-cultural context [82, 133, 143]. The multi-dimensional influences require distin-
guishing between aspects and identifying relevant information that should be transferred
into the interface design to foster users’ sense- and meaning-making [186, 204]. Schoffelen et
al. [186] call this process the visualization of background stories to foster user engagement,
sense-making, and reflection.
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From an individual user perspective, meaningful onsite interactions can result in place
attachment [74, 119, 160, 173], which indicates how much a user identifies with a place (place
identity) and depends on it (place dependency) [23]. Users’ well-being, the feeling of ownership,
and responsibility toward a place increase through such attachment [7, 29, 181]. Consequently,
the attachment triggers users’ needs to protect and preserve the place [191]. This further
makes it an exciting topic for HCI and cultural heritage research [1, 184]. Place attachment is
also an established indicator in HCI to evaluate the user-place relationship [10, 53, 90, 196].

2.2.2 Meaningful Interaction through Social and Local Connectedness

Meaningful interactions can be designed by enabling users to connect with others and their
surroundings [148] socially. This includes triggering the feeling of cultural belonging and
building a local identity [8, 15] or designing for social connectedness and awareness [9, 22,
198]. Each of these design goals can contribute to users’ well-being because humans are
social beings by nature with an inherent urge to belong [31, 198]. Designing meaningful
interactions by fostering social connectedness or engaging with the local environment are
concepts universally applied in PR [161], AR [90, 119] and VR [187]. Similarly, they are core
concepts considered in this thesis.

2.3 Traces in Research

Lastly, I provide a derivation of traces by relating it to research fields outside HCI, HCI
research examples, and other, similar concepts such as nudging or social cues.

2.3.1 Traces Outside HCI

The qualities of traces have been exploited or taken as complementary measurements in
multiple research fields other than HCI, such as social science (e.g., [128, 210]), anthropology
(e.g., [63]), architecture (e.g., [27, 123]), and archaeology (e.g., [19, 20]). Archaeologists look
into the material culture to deduct habits, social norms, and spatial conditions of former
periods [19, 20]. Their definition and application of traces overlap closely with the ones
frommaterials experience design [109, 178, 179]. Further, anthropologists and social science
derive assumptions from traces about culture, techniques, contemporary society [63] and
behavior [128, 210]. In architecture, traces reveal how humans use space; much like the desire
path1 paving a path through the grass. Additionally, they contribute to the “visible age” [123],
and, thus, to a building’s authenticity and atmosphere. Without going into more detail, this
little excursion outside the field of HCI shows that traces, and particularly material traces,
have already been used for analysis purposes of human behavior and activities for a long time.
They confirm traces as evidence of human interactions that reveal meaningful relations.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desire_path, last accessed July 31, 2023.
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2.3.2 Designing with XR Traces

Returning to theHCI perspective of traces, previous research has tracked and applied traces of
use for analysis and interaction purposes. Digital traces, for example, have been analyzed for
adapting system designs [12, 134] or feeding recommender systems [100, 211]. In comparison,
others have explored the physical manifestation of time that material traces can represent;
e.g., in the form of ephemeral sand traces [51] or those that develop over long-term use [49,
67, 130]. Augmenting a museum exhibition, traces of use have been displayed on artifacts to
emphasize how those had been used in former times [180]. Applying AR traces communicated
the artifacts’ tangible affordance that museum visitors could not experience [180]. Other work
has augmented environments through projections to display movement traces to increase so-
cial and spatial awareness [88, 151]. Video games [104, 118, 168] such asHorizon Zero Dawn [64]
or No Man’s Sky [85] integrate similar notions to traces into their game environments to help
players navigate or provide indications about other players’ gaming experiences. All these
examples show that the idea of “traces” in HCI is not new. However, it is also a fuzzy concept
that lacks approaches to design and apply it systematically.

2.3.3 Distinguishing Traces from Nudges, Affordance, and Social Signifier

Traces are similar to and partly overlap with other concepts considering nudges [33], affor-
dance [158], and social signifiers [115, 157]. Nudges trigger users to reflect on or manipulate
behavior changes [81]. Traces can be used as nudges by, for example, highlighting touched
surfaces in a public elevator – users could replicate the same touch or try to avoid it (thus,
change their behavior). However, traces are not designed to manipulate users or trigger a
behavior change. Instead, they are supposed to increase awareness and contextualize. Fur-
thermore, affordance describes an object’s quality to infer through its shape and design how
users can interact with it [158]. Traces can accumulate and represent behavior and interaction
patterns [3, 120] but also resemble highly personal experiences without a clear pattern [150,
202]. Additionally, in contrast, traces can incorporate high social and culturalmeaning. Lastly,
social signifiers include environmental changes, e.g., a freshly brewed cup of coffee on the
table, that incorporate social meaning and enable users to make assumptions about others’
behavior, character, and activities [157]. As such, I define traces as a specific type of social
signifier as also discussed more in-depth in [P6]. This paragraph shows the touch points of
the different concepts and clarifies how traces differentiate for interaction design.
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3
THE TRACES IN USE DESIGN CONCEPT FOR

EXTENDED REALITY

Placeness is created and sustained by patterns of use; it’s not
something we can design in. On the other hand, placeness is what
we want to support; we can design for it.

– S. Harrison and P. Dourish [82]

This chapter presents 13 research papers and their contributions to developing a design
concept to create meaningful human-environment interactions. In STEP I, this includes the
publications [P1, P2, P5, P7, P12] that explored and defined design approaches to support an
unobtrusive, yet recognizable interface embedding into the environment. STEP II presents
the publications about the Traces in Use concept development, from identifying traces of use as
design features for the urban realm [P10, P11, P13] to the theoretical concept and framework
development [P3, P6]. The papers [P6]1 and [P3] occur in STEP II and STEP III because I
separated the theoretical concept development (STEP II) from its empirical exploration and
evaluation in PR [P6, P8], and VR [P3] (STEP III). The last STEP is enriched by exploring
AR- [P4] and VR-specific traces [P9]. Each STEP contains its own research questions, a short
introduction, and details of each publication.

3.1 Step I: Designing for Public, Historical Sites in PR

STEP I focuses on researching design approaches and concepts to embed interfaces unob-
trusively and recognizably into shared environments along the example of historical sites,
namely, a historical cemetery and a square in the city center of Munich. These sensitive
design spaces [95, 167] in combination with the challenge of designing for heterogeneous
user groups leads to the following research question (RQ1):

RQ1 How can we design physically embedded interfaces that comply with the contextual
requirements of historical sites as shared environments of heterogeneous user groups?

I approached RQ1 from two perspectives: i) adapting the physical interface design to the
environment [P1, P5] by applying a natural design approach [P2, P7], and ii) exploiting
users’ limited perception capacities [P12] to make interfaces disappear through inattentional
blindness. Both perspectives influence an interface’s perceptibility and, thus, contribute
to embedding interfaces unobtrusively and recognizably [35, 68, 114]. In total, this STEP
comprises five publications that include qualitative and quantitative analysis methods, two
field studies, two literature surveys, and speculative design to respond to RQ1.

1The papers [P6] and [P9] are currently under revision.
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3.1.1 Physical Interface Design

Aiming to adapt the interface to the surroundings of a historical cemetery, we followed
Weiser’s notion of calm technology [212, 213]. His vision to create unobtrusive interfaces by
seamlessly embedding technology into everyday materials and objects has been explored in
various work or home contexts [114, 163]. In comparison, public contexts have found little
consideration and are mostly related to screen-based display design [2, 30, 41, 162].

Two publications are based on studies conducted at the historical cemetery. By applying
speculative designmethods, diegetic artifacts [25], in [P5], we found that users value the place
as-is and would want to preserve its meaning and architecture for today and the future. The
finding aligns with prior work’s discussion about the diverging built environment qualities
from interactive technology. The built environment is built for long-term use, durable, and
persistent, whereas interactive technology and devices are fast-developing and have short
lifetimes [139]. Study participants [P5] suggested embedding interfaces only short term while
supporting the place’s timelessness. By this, embedded interfaces can and should be regularly
adapted to spatial conditions and continuously evolving societal norms. For example, phone
usage can be perceived as disrespectful [80] but could become entirely normal and accepted
in the future [P5]. Both of the cemetery-related publications [P1, P5] identified the need
to emphasize the cemetery’s natural atmosphere and meaning. Interfaces should support
preserving the place’s character, including monitoring users’ behavior onsite to assure a
respectful interaction with the place and others [P5].

The second cemetery design space publication [P1] additionally explored a natural design
approach by prototyping and evaluating a birdhouse-inspired interface onsite. This natural
design approach is similar to “hiding” technology in everyday objects [114] by identifying and
redesigning materials and objects that are natural for the target environment. We derived
the approach through a literature survey following the PRISMA [136] in the ACM Digital
Library [P7]. Our survey findings emphasized that natural design is context-specific, which is
determined by users’ social and cultural backgrounds, and the spatial and physical conditions
onsite. For the particular cemetery context, birdhouses are reoccurring objects and part
of the natural environment. Additionally, we chose wood to make the birdhouse interface
because it is a natural material for the cemetery and conveys a certain warmth [176]. Such
material characteristics are essential to consider in the design process because they influence
the material-place relationship and, consequently, how users perceive and make meaning
of a place [P2]. Testing our interface onsite confirmed the natural design to support seem-
ingly embedding interfaces into the environment and keeping the place’s atmosphere. Yet,
participants also perceived it as too unobtrusive and suggested improving its affordance [P1].

3.1.2 Perceptual Perspective

Alternatively, we showed that we could exploit humans’ limited visual perception capaci-
ties [153, 206] to embed interfaces to be obvious and recognizable for interested users but stay
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unobtrusive and non-disruptive for non-users [P12]. This approach is linked to the challenge
of accommodating multiple (non-)user groups in shared environments [45] and providing
information “ready to use” [34] if needed [212]. In this process, the information is made avail-
able in the periphery of attention [13]. It also means that interfaces are seamlessly embedded
into the shared environment, which relates to the natural design approach [P7] from above.

In our work, we tested the inattentional blindness effect [192] with five embedded interfaces
and two user groups (N=40) at a public, historical square in the city center of Munich. Three
interfaces were permanently installed. We added two interfaces by considering the natural
design approach and identifying context-specific natural materials and spatial conditions.
This resulted in a translucent concrete information box positioned in a passage with darker
light conditions and a QR codemade of concrete placed at an entrance. Based on Leifer’s scale
for implicit interaction [132]2, we had classified both self-developed interfaces as relatively
unobtrusive designs. With these interfaces, we conducted a mixed-method field study in
whichparticipantswere split into interested andnon-interested user groups. Participants then
self-reported artifacts or scenes relevant to their task using picture-taking [152] and rated the
interfaces’ unobtrusiveness. Our results confirmed that human’s limited perception capacities
could be exploited by design for heterogeneous user groups in shared environments.

In this paragraph, I reflect on this paper’s relevant findings that supportedmy decision to look
into traces next. Please refer to the original publication [P12] for more details about other
findings.We found that the recognizability of our embedded interfacewas stronger influenced
by top-down processing than bottom-up3 and the perceived affordance. This confirmed the
interfaces’ unobtrusiveness. At the same time, it shows that an interface’s recognizability
in shared environments can be achieved by triggering users’ semantic interest [87, 174] and
explicitly designing for task relevance [86]. For example, the QR code was classified by us
as the most unobtrusive interface of all five. Yet, it is also a familiar, known interface that
enables access to further information. Hence, it was considered task-relevant by most of the
participants that were supposed to perceive it but almost entirely missed by the other group
(except 3 of 20 participants). Accordingly, users’ prior knowledge and experiences impact an
interface’s recognizability through previous meaningful interactions [52, 86].

3.1.3 Summary & Next Steps

STEP I presents two approaches to embedding interfaces while complying with the re-
quirements of historical sites as shared environments and heterogeneous user groups

2Leifer [132] introduced a two-axis scale (from foreground to background and from reactive to proactive) to
classify interfaces and the interaction with them according to their prominence in an environment.
3Top-down processing is the process of making sense of the perceived visual input through previous experiences
and prior knowledge [52, 86]. In contrast, bottom-up processing is mainly a reaction to salient stimuli [60, 131]
such as strong color contrasts or flickering lights [170, 209].
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(RQ1). The natural design approach shows that interfaces developed with the context-
specific natural design features can be seamlessly embedded into a public, shared envi-
ronment butmight be hard to recognize [P1, P5, P7]. Nonetheless, the approach contributs
to the place’s atmosphere [P2]. The second approach considers a user-centered perspec-
tive. It shows that interfaces are easier recognizable when the carrier reflects a familiar
and task-relevant shape and design as it becomes meaningful for the task at hand [P12].
Additionally, by aiming for top-down processing, the interfaces’ shape and appearance
already represent meaning to users due to the connection to users’ prior knowledge and
experiences. The second approach considers the natural design approach by prototyping
with context-specific natural materials. As such, it builds upon previous learnings and
approaches the interface design from another perspective. To this end, STEP I contributes
to contextualizing [219] interfaces by providing two approaches for embedding physical
interfaces, encouraging individual engagement and reflecting the local identity through
the material and carrier choices. However, the combination of these approaches was still
limited in reflecting the historical value of the places and did not trigger any social or
cultural connectedness. Based on this, I looked into traces of use and their potential to
contextualize interfaces for interactions with incorporated socio-cultural meaning in
shared urban environments and could strengthen the local identity next.

3.2 Step II: Concept Development - Identifying and Exploring Traces
of Use For Contextualizing Interfaces

Traces incorporate meaning as the embodied evidence of previous interactions, behaviors,
and experiences [103, 178, 182]. They have been researched in various forms by multiple
research fields outside HCI, e.g. [63, 103, 128, 210]. As such, the idea is not new to use traces
to gather insights about a situation [120, 210], and to trigger social and cultural awareness and
understanding [48, 102, 151]. However, there is currently neither a clear design concept nor a
common understanding of traces in interaction design nor knowledge about their potential
for designing meaningful human-environment interactions.

In this STEP II, I conceptualize natural traces of use guided by the findings of STEP I and the
following research questions:

RQ2.1 What are natural traces of use characteristics relevant for designing meaningful
human-environment interactions?

RQ2.2 What influences the meaning-making and understanding of Traces in Use interfaces?

At first, I present the collection, analysis, and selection of context-specific natural and rec-
ognizable traces of use characteristics for design [P10]. This follows an exploration of the
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making and understanding of interfaces with traces through physical prototyping, an elici-
tation study, and outdoor bodystorming [P11]. Both publications contribute to the Traces in
Use concept development by following structure-mapping. Structure-mapping is relating and
cognitively transferring natural features into a design feature [54, 144, 183]. The concept is
first discussed along human-environment interaction challenges [P13] before being refined
and theoretically evaluated in expert interviews [P3, P6]. Five publications [P3, P6, P10, P11,
P13] contribute to the Traces in Use concept development and theoretical evaluation.

3.2.1 Traces of Use for Designing Shared, Urban Environments

In [P10], we first assessedwhether users perceive traces of use as recognizable andmeaningful
in shared contexts.We photographed traces of use examples collected in urban environments,
such as rubbed-off statue parts or scratches along walls. The photographs were clustered
and evaluated in an expert focus group (N=4), followed by an online survey to test the traces’
recognizability across a broader audience (N=52). We chose digital photographs because
such visual representations can convey tangible and material characteristics [57, 70, 71] and
enabled us to analyze overlapping recognizable features with a processing script. With this
mixed-method approach, our findings included an overview of trace types and characteris-
tics recommended for the design of meaningful interfaces and for ignoring in the further
process [P10]. For example, participants appreciated the patina effect – which is “any fad-
ing, darkening, or other sign of age on an object that occurs through a natural or artificial
aging process” [89, 130] – because they associated it with strong social bonds and cultural
traditions. Furthermore, we identified seven material design dimensions that support the
making of trace design and influence their meaning-making [P10]. Based on the identified
trace characteristics, we explored four making strategies of trace interface designs and tested
a sample set of interfaces in an elicitation lab study [P11]. We compared natural traces of
use designs with clean and abstract designs without being embedded into context to explore
the traces’ effect, excluding external influences. The results confirmed the natural trace
design as the design choice for outdoor environments and the abstract design for indoor
environments. Furthermore, the abstract designs were perceived as easier to understand and
control. Yet, the natural trace designs invited more to explore. They also triggered a sense of
social connection and increased the affordance “simply because others have already used it.”.
Both publications [P10, P11] provide trace types and characteristics relevant to create natural,
recognizable, and meaningful interfaces for urban environments.

Responding to RQ2.1, the two presented publications serve as the basis to conceptualize
traces of use by using them as interaction metaphors while ignoring disturbing trace
characteristics. Further, they confirm the traces as context-specific, natural, recognizable
features of urban environments that can convey social and cultural meaning even without
being embedded into context. They comply with STEP I design approaches and respond to
other contextualization characteristics by adding socio-cultural meaning to interfaces.
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Figure 3.1: The Traces in Use framework as presented in [P3, P6]. The purple color reflects the
materials experience design framework [69, 178] that this framework is based on.

3.2.2 From Traces of Use to Traces in Use

We developed the concept Traces in Use iteratively. In [P13], we first presented and discussed
the concept as a sustainable approach to creating unobtrusive, recognizable, and meaningful
urban interfaces by reusing and recycling existing materials and their characteristics4. Addi-
tionally, part of the concept is reusing familiar, natural features [54, 144, 183] that are either
created by or trigger the impression of having been created by humans. The Traces in Use are
clearly shaped, always purposefully designed, and relate to a specific interaction and usage
intention. In contrast, they must not be generated by actual user interaction.

We also developed a framework (see Figure 3.1) as a design tool for contextualizing interfaces
with the Traces in Use concept. It is based on the materials experience design framework [69,
178] and considers all design dimensions that influence the traces’ design and meaning-
making (RQ2.2). In return, the traces influence the meaning-making of each dimension and
reveal entanglements5 between them. We evaluated the framework theoretically in inter-
views with experts in urban interaction- (n=4), traces- (n=4), and virtual reality design (n=4),
conducting an inductive thematic analysis [28]. All experts concurred with the framework’s
relevance as a design tool to design Traces in Use interface. The results are presented for the
urban interaction- and traces design expert in [P6] and in [P3] for the VR designers.

Regarding the concept, the results emphasized the opportunity for non-physical material

4The 17 United Nation Sustainability Goals (https://sdgs.un.org/goals) includes, among other goals, number
3: Good Health and Well-being and 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities. By reducing environmental stressors
while making shared environments engaging, we see the Traces in Use concept contributing to both goals.
5Entanglements are the sum of interrelations and correlations between people, places, and objects [178, 182].
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traces and the challenge deriving from the traces’ ambiguity. Their meaning and ownership
change depending on the reality and type of traces. For example, virtual traces need to be
enabled by design. Accordingly, the system designer decides what traces to track and display
to what users. In contrast, the traces provide the opportunity to reflect the temporal course
and long-term relationships, e.g., one of our experts stated: “I can see there’s a memory, [...]
stored in the traces”. To this end, applying the Traces in Use design concept can extend the type
and amount of information communicated through an interface.

3.2.3 Summary & Next Steps

STEP II presents the Traces in Use concept development. This includes identifying traces’
types and characteristics that are natural, meaningful, recognizable [P10, P11] and can be
exploited for contextualizing interfaces. The STEP further provides the concept defini-
tion [P13] and the development and theoretical evaluation of the Traces in Use framework
[P3, P6]. The results also emphasize the concept’s potential for realities other than PR
and indicate the need for further empirical evaluations, which I present in STEP III.

3.3 STEP III: Evaluating The Traces in Use Concept for XR

The last STEP in this thesis comprises the empirical concept evaluation and the methodologi-
cal approaches of creating Traces in Use interfaces and environments. Five papers contribute
to exploring and evaluating the concept and its practical application within design processes
applying mixed-methods. Two focus on PR traces evaluated in two field studies and an online
survey [P6, P8], one presents AR traces [P4], and another two explore the concept in VR lab
studies [P3, P9]. By exploring the concept for different XR contexts, this STEP follows the
research questions:

RQ3 How does the Traces in Use concept support contextualizing interfaces for meaningful
interactions when applied in different XR environments and application contexts?

In contrast to STEP I and II, RQ3 can only be answered by comparing the findings of all
publications, which is presented in the summary of this STEP. Designing traces for different
realities also requires identifying what context-specific natural [P7] means for each environ-
ment and technology. However, the question of what is “natural” for VR and AR is deeply
philosophical and has already engaged many researchers (e.g., [21, 26, 159]). It is out of the
scope of this thesis and will only be discussed regarding the trace design and its implementa-
tion. Additionally, AR traces were explored in a small scope compared to PR and VR traces
and are, thus, presented at the end of this section.
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3.3.1 Empirical Evaluation and Design of PR Traces

I build on the work presented in STEP I and II by applying the Traces in Use concept to contex-
tualize interfaces for two urban environments [P6] and one public transport situation [P8].
In each project, we used the Traces in Use framework as a tool to analyze the context and
transfer the learnings into the interface design. In [P6], we followed a research in and through
design approach [44] by evaluating how current design processes can be extended through
our Traces in Use framework and with what methods we can complement the design of Traces
in Use interfaces (research in design). Additionally, we gained insights into contextualizing
urban interfaces by employing different design methods and practices such as prototyping
or concept development (research through design).

We analyzed two urban places, the historical square used in [P12] and a community area. We
developed and tested three interactive, tangible interfaces (see Figure 3.2), the Storyteller as
more contextually-neutral interfaces tested in both places and two stronger contextualized
interfaces for one place each, an interactive lion statue and drum. The making process
is summarized in an annotated portfolio style [66] for each interface as presented in [P6].
The purpose of contextualizing interfaces for these two places is to provide meaningful
interactions by engaging and connecting users with their surroundings and other place
users. As both places are frequently visited places, the interfaces needed to be unobtrusive
and recognizable in the environment. Thus, we designed carriers, materials, and traces to
complement the respective place. Testing the interfaces with 20 participants at each location
confirmed their suitability and well-embeddedness at each place. We conducted the study
as applied in [P12] followed by user testing the interfaces. Working with material traces in
this project, we found that participants liked the experience and related the traces to other
users’ previous interactions and happenings at the places. The trace designs conveyed an
authentic aged appearance, which supported users’ connection-making and understanding of
the places’ history in both cases. Three of the participants raised hygiene concerns. Another
finding related to the carrier shape and positioning in place. Both essentially influenced the
interfaces’ recognizability and understanding in addition and relation to the trace design.
Based on that, we extended Wouter’s [219] contextualization perspectives about the material
perspective. It states that material choices and their characteristics influence users’ meaning-
making in addition to the content, carrier, and environment. This also confirms the Traces in
Use designs to foster meaningful user interactions in shared PR environments.

In the other publication [P8], we applied the Traces in Use concept to reveal touch traces on
handles in public transport. The design intention was to provide users with the choice to
avoid touching the same spot as others had recently done before. By this, we contextualized
the interface to raise awareness of potential smear infection risks. In comparison to the
material traces designs of the previous project [P6], the touched areas were only visible
through differently colored lights until the handle was self-cleaned. All participants who
indicated using handles in public transport (n=51/52) would change their touch behavior
based on the revealed touch traces. In line with the previous paper [P6], this project confirms
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Figure 3.2: The research in and through design approach for each interface as presented in [P6],
including inspirations from the place analyses and the considered contextualization perspectives.
Textual annotations relating to specific design characteristics and choices pertaining to the
interfaces are encoded through white background color; annotations of black background color
indicate the conceptual implications of designing Traces in Use interfaces.

the traces’ characteristic of revealing relations between different entities [178] and triggering
strong sense- and meaning-making in users.

3.3.2 Empirical Evaluation and Design of VR Traces

Social connectedness in VR can be supported by allowing users to make environmental
changes and reflect them back to users [106, 147]. Additionally to related work and previous
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findings, this motivated us to explore the Traces in Use concept for social VRs.

We first replicated PR traces in VR (see Figure 3.3, left) and compared in a between-subject
study (N=20) how users interpreted them [P3]. Our Bayesian statistics indicated that it is
almost five times as likely that there is no difference in the perception of PR to VR traces.
In the within-subject follow-up study (N=26), we tested the traces’ effect on social presence
and social awareness. We tested four types of PR traces in VR, comparing a VR room with
and one without traces (see the room with traces in Figure 3.3, right). We could not find any
significant differences between the traces’ types [16]. Yet, social presence and time spent
were significantly higher in the room with traces. The qualitative feedback also showed that
the traces triggered emotions in diverging directions. The majority perceived the VR with
traces more “homely”, “inviting”, and “authentic”. In contrast, six participants also worried
about what had happened to cause the traces or were reminded of unpleasant PR duties. Both
studies show that the traces have a similar effect in PR and VR. However, by transferring PR
traces one-to-one into VR, we ignored natural VR characteristics such as its flexibility and
the different design opportunities that it offers.

In the following study, we considered that in VR everything has to be implemented and de-
signed. This also questionedwhat “natural” VR traces are that complywith being recognizable,
meaningful, and can seamlessly be embedded into VRs. Accordingly, in [P9], we explored
visualizing and embedding previous players’ heartbeats into a single-user VR gaming environ-
ment to increase social connectedness implicitly. The heartbeats pulsated and were spatially
and temporally embedded according to the previous player’s movement through the VR.
This automatically turned the visualizations into ephemeral representations of the former
players. In a within-subject study (N=34), we compared five game scenarios, including four
visualizations of the heartbeat data and one baseline condition without visualizations. For the
visualizations, we altered between single andmulti-player data visualizations paired with two
well-known heartbeat visualization styles, ECG lines [55, 125], and heart icons [62]. All but one
visualization significantly increased social connectedness without significantly impacting
the gaming experience. For about half of the participants, the visualizations contextualized
the environment and the game and assisted players in finding the next cues. However, the
qualitative feedback revealed challenges for future work regarding the traces’ scalability and
their embedding into VR while assuring the traces’ understandability. Or what privacy and
security issues might derive from sharing such personal yet anonymized data?

3.3.3 Extending the Concept into AR

Following the Traces in Use concept exploration in VR, we also tested the concept in AR [P4].
For this, we developed an AR application for mobile phones in Android studio that allowed
users to anchor AR social media posts location-based. We defined the posts as AR traces con-
textualizing the places regarding former activities and social encounters in an environment.
We tested the app in a two-phase field study (N=17), first with content generators familiar with
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STEP III: Concept Evaluation in XR

Figure 3.3:We replicated PR traces in VR: Left) Comparing the traces’ effect in PR to VR. Right)
Testing the traces for social presence and awareness as presented in [P3]. The black background
highlights the conceptual implications and the white background the traces types.

the environment followed by retrievers who weremainly novel to the area. We applied a walk-
ing & talking method [195] and the Plutchnik Wheel [169] to assess participants’ emotional
connectedness to the different locations. Retrievers tested the functional app with real-time
content sharing and retrieving. The results confirmed significantly increased place iden-
tity [23] for novel users. Consequently, the AR traces supported meaningful asynchronous
interactions in shared environments. Compared to the PR traces, we did not fully assess
the AR traces context-specific naturalness. Yet, they are only visible to interested app users,
which makes them comply with the need for unobtrusive interface embedding. At the same
time, this also creates exclusive content accessibility [127, 165]. While the AR “material” was
contextualized to the respective places, it faces similar challenges as VR traces regarding, for
example, their scalability. With increasing location-based posts, the content would overlap
without changing or degrading like the PR traces. This can further clutter users’ views and
lead to movement risks [42]. Consequently, applying the concept in AR seems to require a
better connection between AR and PR than in our exploration and a topic for future work.

3.3.4 Summary & Future Work

The different research projects confirm the Traces in Use design concept to contextualize
interfaces and environments for meaningful interactive XR experiences (RQ3). They
identified differences in identifying and designing natural, unobtrusive, and recognizable
traces for the different realities. To that end,making the trace design requires considering
the technological requirements and limitations to define what context-specific natural
traces are that are additionally feasible for implementation. Applying the concept in AR
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or VR entails other challenges and complexities than PR contexts. For example, it is the
designers’ responsibility to make design decisions on the users’ behalf. This includes,
for example, the lifetime of a trace or how comprehensible it is communicated to the
user. Furthermore, the PR studies presented in [P6] triggered users understanding of the
places’ historical significance. Based on the current results, the traces seem to increase
the perceived authenticity of a place [P3, P6]. However, it is an outstanding research
question whether the Traces in Use concept could support the same effect in VR or AR
environments. Nonetheless, these studies also confirm the concept’s persisting quality
of contextualizing an interface or an environment independent of the reality. This also
validates the concept definition presented in STEP II. As such, the concept contributes to
designing meaningful interactions in different XR contexts and shared environments.
Yet, future work has to test the concept in long-term use and how the resultsmight impact
the making of the trace designs.
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4
DISCUSSION

Chapter three presented 13 research papers contributing to developing and evaluating ap-
proaches for meaningful human-environment interaction. Here, I first reflect on the overall
research approach along the guiding questions presented in the introduction, Q1) how we
can design embedded and meaningful interfaces in shared environments, Q2) how we can
conceptualize traces of into Traces in Use, and Q3) how the concept might vary depending
on the reality. Afterward, I focus the discussion on the Traces in Use design concept as its
development and evaluation is the main contribution of this thesis. This includes reflecting
on the concept in the context of creating meaningful human-environment interactions in
different XR environments.

4.1 Critical Reflection on the Research Approach

Various decisions drive the overall research approach presented in this thesis, influencing
its outcome. This includes, for example, focusing exclusively on physically and spatially
embedded interfaces in STEP I and II [P1, P5, P11, P12], or designing for specific meaningful
interaction components. By deciding to research approaches for embedding interfaces (Q1),
the thesis focuses on technology that is interwoven into our everyday context [P7, P11, 212] and
environments [P6, P12, P13]. I approached Q1 by designing from two perspectives following
Stephanidis et al. [199]’s statement of calmly embedding interfaces “either physically, through
integration in the environment, or mentally from our perception”. This also led to enhancing
material and carrier qualities, such as making concrete capacitive or translucent [P11, P12]
instead of introducing new devices to the environments, such as a pervasive display. Pervasive
displays can be perceived as context-specific natural for a public place, c.f., [4, 47, 207],
following our definition in [P7]. Yet, by choosing historical places [P1, P5, P12] instead of,
for example, a shopping mall as initial contexts, this thesis moved in a different direction.
With the selected approach, the thesis contributes to emphasizing a place’s atmosphere and
supports customizing designs to specific and sensitive environments.

Similarly, the thesis conceptualizes and evaluates traces for design (Q2) depending on a
specific context and as part of a carrier in all but one case ([P11]). This causes a bias and limits
the results regarding the traces’ effect on contextualizing interfaces. Alternatively, I could
have explored other means to trigger meaning-making. Wouters et al. [221], for example,
present an approach to socially connecting users through participatory design via public
display interaction. By exploring traces, this work contributes to implicitly triggering sense-
and meaning-making without any direct or synchronous user interaction, as shown in [P3,
P6, P11]. Traces in Use designs increase an interface’s level of contextualization by adding
materials experience design knowledge to the process. The work additionally extends the
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contextualization perspectives by Vande Moere and Wouters [205] by integrating a material
perspective [P6]. Further, following a context-driven approach highlights the role of the
material-place relationship in human-environment interaction and the influence of a place’s
socio-cultural and physical and spatial conditions on the interaction experience [P1, P2, P6,
P10, P12]. This thesis also shows that the semantic meaning of Traces in Use interfaces and
their making strategies are determined by the context they are designed for [P3, P6, P11] and,
thus, have to be evaluated in it despite the potential bias.

Exploring the Traces in Use design concept in different realities (Q3) challenges the approach
of looking at natural traces of use to guide the design process. There are no “natural” traces
in AR or VR. On the one hand, this makes it harder to define what type of traces should be
considered and how they should be designed. On the other hand, this also provides more
flexibility for designers. In [P3], we transfer PR traces into VR. While the traces increase the
VR environment’s meaningfulness, the experience partly does not meet users’ expectations
of a “natural” VR environment. This reveals limitations in the approach by contextualizing
the VR environment with virtual representations of physical reality traces instead of directly
designing VR-specific traces [P9]. STEP III summarizes other technological and environmen-
tal differences [P3, P4, P8, P9] essential for the design process. Further, VR enables greater
environmental control because VR enables the reduction of external biases and allows more
quantifiablemeasurements than PR environments. However, VR and AR also require defining
more details of the Traces in Use design because they lack the natural trace development hap-
pening over time in the PR. The exploration in [P9] contributes an approach to designing and
embedding VR-specific Traces in Use into the environment. In that paper, the Traces in Use are
embedded without a carrier. This requires generating new understandable, and meaningful
Traces in Use designs directly related to the environment to reflect the socio-spatial meaning
that natural PR traces have through their manifestation in the carrier. Altogether, the applied
approach reveals divergences when designing Traces in Use in different XR environments and
contributes with approaches to create Traces in Use interfaces without a “natural” counterpart.

4.2 From Environmental Features to an Interaction Design Concept

The thesis comprised the whole development and evaluation process of the Traces in Use de-
sign concept, including the initial context explorations [P1, P5, P12]. The concept is grounded
on the natural trace characteristics of embodying and manifesting intangible socio-cultural
values and meanings [103, 179, 215, 216]. Traces in Use designs differ from natural traces by
being structured and purposefully applied, and a clear trace shape with little surrounding
noise or distraction [P10, P11]. When designing Traces in Use interfaces, this also means con-
sidering the natural trace development generated over time and use, including weathering,
so that the natural traces of use do not interfere with the Traces in Use designs. The concept
supports calmly contextualizing interfaces for shared environments and communicating
places’ history, and contemporary usage [P6]. With this, Traces in Use contribute to counter-
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acting the problem of smart environments being at risk of losing the original authenticity
and identity of cities [188]. Furthermore, the concept can help to communicate a temporal
course, and transience, which is currently an ongoing challenge in PR [186], AR [112], and
VR [106]. The Traces in Use can mitigate the challenge and contribute to fostering building
meaningful user-place relationships [P4, P6]. This opens opportunities for urban architects
and city planners to connect smart environments with the local identity contextualizing the
environment with the Traces in Use design concept.

Furthermore, the Traces in Use design concept contributes to the design theory of contex-
tualizing interfaces and revealing entanglements [178, 182]. Additionally, it helps users to
become aware of dynamics and connections that exceed the individual and situational user
experience. In [P6], I position the concept in the intermediate space between generalizable
theory and the situational knowledge of individual design projects, which classifies it as
a strong design concept1 according to Höök and Löwgren [93]. This separates the concept
practically and theoretically from natural traces of use and positions it within HCI research.

In an application context, Traces in Use interfaces are subject to users’ subjective and volatile
meaning-making, which changes over time and experience [148]. For example, hygiene and
cleanliness are currently much more prominent due to the COVID-19 pandemic [101, 141, 214]
and can lead to concerns when interacting with Traces in Use interfaces [P3, P6, P11]. Thus,
this volatile meaning-making can challenge the usage and meaning of, particularly, physical
Traces in Use interfaces. In contrast, AR and VR offer more flexibility [P4], which enables
adapting Traces in Use interfaces according to potential changes.

The above-mentioned dynamics offer new opportunities for research and industry. For exam-
ple, the Traces in Use design on a public transport handle [P8] revealed touch traces as long as
the smear infection risk persisted. Such an interface could be handy for similar situations,
such as door handles in public bathrooms or touch buttons in an elevator. The advantage of
the Traces in Use design is that it neither prevents users from interacting nor tells them what
meaning to make of it. In contrast, it increases awareness to make a more informed decision
and triggers users to reflect and make meaning depending on their personal background and
experiences. The same accounts for Traces in Use in other realities. The VR game paper [P9],
for example, highlights the traces’ effect of triggering collaborative or competitive meaning
depending on how players integrate or compare them to their personal performance.

As Traces in Use are detached from their generators, they allow only limited meaning-making
and understanding. Yet, this also means that they keep the person anonymous who generated
them. In VR, this provides opportunities for social VR and game designers to, for example,
trigger the sensation of co-location and social connectedness while protecting users’ identi-
ties [P9, 197]. Consequently, the Traces in Use design concept implicitly supports increasing
meaning for asynchronous and anonymous social interactions.

1A strong design concept is a form of intermediary knowledge that results from exploratory design research,
where the findings are often situational but can generate knowledge beyond the specific situation [61, 93, 223].
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4.3 Revealing Entanglements in XR Environments

Providingmeaningful human-environment interaction is a design goal in PR, AR, and VR [199,
200]. Yet, the thesis shows differences between the realities regarding the Traces inUse’ making,
type, and trustworthiness [P3]. These differences require taking a step back and understand-
ing the context-specific socio-cultural dynamics, practices, and relationships when designing
Traces in Use. This also reflects in the traces’ form, lifetime, and materiality that heavily di-
verged in the empirical evaluations [P3, P4, P6, P8, P9]. For example, the AR- and VR-specific
traces are intangible and positioned mid-air because there is no restriction due to gravity in
contrast to the PR interfaces. Further, the presented VR-specific traces are based on mea-
sured ECG data contextualized with the user’s performance data [P9]. Accordingly, we reveal
entanglements through shared visualized interoceptive data2 to support users’ feeling of
social connectedness [P9]. Consequently, the XR Traces in Use design space comprises many
more possibilities to reveal entanglements and provide meaningful interactions, strengthen-
ing the concept’s contribution to human-environment interaction. This also extends design
opportunities for human-environment interaction by revealing so far invisible data traces.

The aforementioned differences show that the empirical Traces in Use concept evaluations
in STEP III are not comparable [P3, P4, P6, P8, P9]. Yet, in each project, the Traces in Use
reveal the entanglements between people, practices, materials, and places [P3, P4, P6, P9].
Similarly, they trigger users’ sense- and meaning-making independently of the reality. Hence,
the applied concept has a comparable effect on the user experience in the different realities.

Furthermore, the thesis shows that the concept can support place-making [P3, P4, P6] in PR,
VR, and AR by implicitly communicating intangible social and cultural meanings. This shows
in, for example, users copying previous users’ movements and behaviors when interacting
withTraces inUse interfaces such as the Lion statue in [P6]. A similar effect also applies to traces
that can serve as spatial navigation, such as theECG traces in [P9] that accumulated at common
points of interest. We explain this effect in [P6] as a detached honeypot effect [220], in which
users want to mimic their interaction with how others interacted with the interface. Applying
the Traces in Use concept invites to engage with surroundings [P3, P6], which increases the
attachment [P4] and contributes to place-making and the user-place relationship.

Altogether, the Traces in Use concept application and evaluation in the different realities yield
differences in the traces’ making andmateriality but seem to align regarding their conceptual
and semantic meaning. Thus, contextualized Traces in Use interfaces incorporate the ability
to reveal entanglements and support designing for meaningful relations and interaction in
varying XR environments.

2Interoceptive data are linked to internal body sensations that additionally enables emotion processing, such
as heartbeat, nervous system, etc. Such data can normally not be perceived by others and only partially by
oneself [58, 65].
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5
FUTURE WORK

To shape who we want to be in this world, we should be designing
meaningful relations, not user experiences.

– C. Frauenberger [61]

Figure 5.1: Speculative Vision of Smart Cities with Traces in Use. The city is a place for the people,
their social life, and their culture. Places are shared with autonomous robots and other beings.
Everyone seems aware and connected to the place and each other. The digital has merged into
the physical, and the physical into the virtual, showing the implicit traces of the contemporary
and past generations. I can see how everything belongs together and what special character the
city has. © Seyda Yildiz
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The thesis contributes to creating meaningful human-environment interactions. With this,
the work tackles a subject of the HCI Grand Challenges [199] and contributes to a better un-
derstanding of contextualizing interfaces [205, 219] that foster meaningful engagement with
one’s surroundings [204] while avoiding information overload and distraction. Further, this
work includes insights about designing for place-making [50] and socio-cultural connected-
ness [148, 186] in three realities and six different environments. At the same time, the work
also reveals gaps in the approach and future research potential, which I address here:

First, all research projects were conducted under Western-European conditions and per-
spectives. This accounts for the public places explored in STEP I and III and my choices of
what entanglements the Traces in Use interfaces should reveal to users. Thus, the work has a
cultural and subjective bias, which requires further concept exploration in other cultural
contexts conducted by other researchers. Future work could compare the results for different
cultural contexts or explore the Traces in Use potential to connect people of different cultural
backgrounds within a shared space.

Second, the thesis focused on meaningful human traces in one-time interaction scenarios.
Yet, shared environments can be used by other beings such as robots [92], animals [39, 59], or
virtual agents [77]. This raises questions about how other beings’ traces could and should be
considered in the design. The traces also develop and increase in quantity. This questions how
to scale Traces in Use designs, particularly over long-term use and when including multiple
being’s traces. FutureHCI research could explore customizingwhat activity data, e.g., physical
material changes in the environment or users’ physiological data, is tracked and turned into
Traces in Use interfaces for meaningful interactions. In the context of shared environments,
this also means exploring the involvement and control that other beings would have. Thus, a
future project could research how to provide customized meaningful Traces in Use in parallel
to multiple users in a shared environment.

Third, futureworkneeds to research ethical regulations. For example, one of the requirements
identified in [P3] is to design authentic traces that reflect what or who generated them. This
is because artificially created traces can also be misused to create a feeling of security or
to nudge users to interact in a certain way. Using traces in such ways can derive from good
intentions but deprives users of autonomous decision-making. Another ethical concern is
that digital or virtual traces are tracked and created by design. This questions, for example,
how we keep users informed about the tracking without overwhelming them. Similarly, how
much control should users have over the monitoring? While many might respond to the last
question with “100%”, providing this level of control is complex. In our work [P9], users
knew about the data recording and processing but were not involved in the design process of
turning their data into traces. In future work, researchers should explore means to indicate a
trace’s origins and potential sharing regulations.

Fourth, the thesis developed and explored the Traces in Use concept for shared PR, AR, and
VR environments. Yet, the different realities can also merge into MR [105, 194], which is
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challenged by providing smooth transitions along the reality-virtuality continuum1 [149].
Future work could research the traces’ potential to support a smooth transition. For example,
in this direction, we explored them as memory cues [135]. This includes exploring the shift of
the traces’ materiality along the continuum and translating VR- or AR-specific traces into PR
traces and vice versa to support users’ connection on both sides of and within the spectrum.

The thesis introduces new research questions and opportunities concerning Traces in Use and
smart interactive environments, in general. Furthermore, the work shows that the relatively
“old” notion of traces remains a relevant topic for HCI and human-environment interaction
with a huge and mainly unexplored design space for MR and XR traces.

1The reality-virtuality continuum describes the transition spectrum between physical and virtual reality for
technologies and interfaces [149, 193].
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Statement of Contributions

The research within this thesis would not have been possible without my supervisor, col-
leagues, and the students I supervised. The table below separates my contribution from
others’ to the included papers.

Paper My Contribution Co-author(s) Contribution

[P1] I was the leading author, conducted
the onsite and the data analysis.

A. Butz provided feedback on the paper.

[P2] I was the leading author and coordi-
nator.

E. Economidou, I.Parschivoiu, and T. Doer-
ing contributed to the paper writing.

[P3] I was the leading author, conducted
the interviews, developed the frame-
work and the study design, did the
statistical and thematic analyses,
and did most of the paper writing.

C. George conducted the thematic analysis
withme, supported the study design, and con-
tributed to the paper writing. A. Butz gave
feedback on the paper.

[P4] I was the main supervisor, and lead-
ing author, defined the study design,
supported the onsite data gathering
and did the analysis.

I. Graf von Silva-Taroucawas the student who
built the prototype andmainly conducted the
study. R. Welsch co-supervised the student
and gave feedback on the paper.

[P5] I was the leading author, co-
developed the concepts, and
co-conducted the analysis.

F. Hild is a master student who conducted
the interviews and co-developed the concepts
and the analysis. M. Obaid co-supervised the
student and provided feedback on the paper.

[P6] I was the leading author, developed
the framework, conducted the inter-
views and all data evaluations, and
provided the study design.

M. Hoggenmueller and C. George con-
tributed to the writing. L. Bekker and S. Srid-
haran were two bachelor students who pro-
totyped the interfaces and conducted onsite
studies. A. Butz gave feedback on the paper.

[P7] I was the leading author and co-
conducted the literature survey.

J. Li conducted the literature study with me,
created 2 of the figures, and supported the
paper writing. S. Mayer and A. Butz provided
feedback on the paper.
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[P8] I was the leading author and main
supervisor.

Y. Li co-supervised the student H. Geiger. H.
built the prototype and conducted the online
study. A. Butz gave feedback on the paper.

[P9] I was the leading author, created the
study design, and conducted the de-
sign workshop and qualitative data
analysis.

F. Mueller and F. Chiossi co-supervised the
student and supported the study design T.
Benga with me. F. Mueller conducted the sta-
tistical analysis and F. Chiossi the ECG data
evaluation. T. Benga developed theVR escape
room and conducted the user study. A. Butz
gave feedback on the paper.

[P10] I was the leading author, conducted
the focus group and the data collec-
tion and analysis.

B. Rossmy co-developed the concept withme,
contributed to the data analysis, supported
the writing, and provided two visualizations
for the pictorial. F. Bemman implemented
the web tool to run the study. A. Butz gave
feedback on the paper.

[P11] I was the leading author, co-created
the prototypes, and conducted both
studies (elicitation and bodystorm-
ing) and most of the evaluation.

B. Rossmy co-developed the concept and the
making strategies with me, contributed to
the data analysis, and supported the paper
writing. A. Butz gave feedback on the paper.

[P12] I was the leading author. This in-
cluded co-conducting the literature
survey, making the prototypes, and
running the field study and the anal-
ysis.

C. Schneegass co-conducting the literature
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Contextualizing Urban Interfaces through Traces in Use for Meaningful
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Designing meaningful interactions with and in shared places can positively influence users’ long-term well-being. However, creating
such interactions is a continuous, complex challenge due to a lack of design concepts and tools transferable across contexts. Based on
literature and expert interviews, we define a Traces in Use design concept to contextualize interfaces for meaningful interactions in
urban environments (N=8). Applying a research in and through design approach, we explore the concept by developing, contextualizing,
and testing three interfaces in two empirical field studies (N=40), a lion interface, a drum, and a storyteller. The results confirm that the
concept promotes meaningful interaction by supporting users’ feelings of socio-cultural connectedness and sense-making. With this,
our work contributes the Traces in Use design concept and its methodological application for meaningful interactions in urban places.
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1 INTRODUCTION

“[...] Towns and buildings will not be able to become alive, unless they are made by all the people in society, and unless

these people share a common pattern language within which to make these buildings, and unless this common pattern

language is alive itself ” –Alexander et al. [2]. Two of the main challenges in urban interaction design (Urban IxD) are
the contextualization of public interfaces [17] and catering to the needs and interests of a heterogeneous group of
people [46, 103]. Contextualized interfaces are embedded into the built environment, representing the local identity,
promoting engagement, and fostering collaboration [111]. They contribute towards creating a shared understanding
and connecting people and places. At the same time, catering to the needs of a heterogeneous group of people requires
finding a balance between well-embedded, unobtrusive yet explicit enough and recognizable interface designs that do
not disrupt non-interested user groups [41, 46]. Urban interfaces complying with both challenges should, thus, be 1)
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Fig. 1. Our iterative design approach to develop and evaluate the Traces in Use design concept presented in this work.

culturally and socially contextualized so that they support users’ engagement and connectedness to a place [22, 53, 54],
and 2) physically and spatially embedded into the environment to enrich the place’s atmosphere without interrupting
it [46, 53, 108, 115].

To find approaches that tackle both challenges, we present the Traces in Use design concept. It aims to address the
challenges mentioned above by turning natural traces of use characteristics into interface design features for interaction.
We build on previous research on material traces and, more specifically, traces of use, which are defined as discernible
changes in the material caused by recurring direct or indirect human interaction [33, 86]. Such traces – for example, the
squished teddy bear passed on through family generations [99] – provide evidence of personal relationships between
users and objects. Prior work has discussed the traces’ potential to influence a place’s socio-cultural meaning and
spatial affordance in public, urban environments [3, 42, 85]. However, the current state of the art has yet to explore
material traces in the design of contextualized interfaces to create shared experiences and understanding in public
contexts [44]. Similarly, guidelines or design dimensions for creating traces as a design element in interfaces are
limited. This makes them difficult to design and evaluate. Therefore, we explicitly highlight the distinction between
natural, urban traces of use and the design concept presented here, Traces in Use. The concept consolidates, abstracts,
and processes the identified characteristics of natural traces of use and ignores confusing and negatively associated
characteristics such as accidentally caused scratches (see Table 1). We propose Traces in Use as a design concept applicable
by designers across different situations, technologies, and contexts to foster users’ sense- and meaning-making and
interface contextualization.

We explore and refine the role of traces in design by approaching questions such as: Can natural traces of use
be turned into a design concept to contextualize urban interfaces? What are the types and characteristics of natural
traces of use that contextualize urban interfaces? And how can we design and implement traces as control elements
for tangible urban interfaces to foster users’ meaning- and sense-making while supporting a place’s atmosphere? We
explored these questions in a four-step iterative process as presented in Figure 1. Notably, these steps and their results
also guide the structure of this work and are denoted next to each chapter:
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Step I Identifies traces of use as potential design elements to create contextualized interfaces. Clusters traces of use
types, their meaning, and characteristics natural for public urban environments (N=4 and N=52).

Step II Together with Step I results, this step provides the basis for theTraces in Use design concept and introduces
design consideration when applying it. Transfers characteristics identified in Step I to concrete artifacts to
evaluate the traces’ understandability, effect on the interface affordance, and user perception in an elicitation
lab study(N=33).

Step III Confirms and develops the concept on a theoretical basis and contributes a Traces in Use framework that
incorporates all dimensions and relationships relevant when designing contextualized Traces in Use interfaces.
Evaluates the framework and the derived concept theoretically in expert interviews (N=8).

Step IV Validates the concept and the framework on a practical basis: (a) Applies the framework and the concept in
practice in the design process of three contextualized urban interfaces. (b) Tests the interfaces in two empirical
field studies (N=40).

Our results show that the Traces in Use design concept promotes contextualization while complying with the needs
of heterogeneous user groups. In particular, it fosters social and cultural understanding and the connection to the
local identity and provides a suitable means to embed interfaces physically and spatio-contextually. The Traces in Use

framework provides a supportive tool before, during, and after the design process of the contextualized interfaces. Yet,
it is a theoretical framework that requires the application of complementary tools and methods (e.g., the meaning of
place framework [37] in Step IV).

Altogether, our work defines and evaluates the design concept Traces in Use on a theoretical and practical level
using an iterative, mixed-methods design approach. We contribute a comprehensive overview of the iterative concept
development, from identifying natural traces of use characteristics to the Traces in Use concept’s evaluation in public
urban places. Furthermore, we show the making process of tangible interfaces incorporating the Traces in Use concept
along three interfaces and their making, applying a research in and through design approach [16]. Lastly, we also
emphasize the potential to apply the concept in other contexts and realities (augmented, AR, and virtual reality, VR).

2 RELATEDWORK

This section gives a short overview of prior work on contextualizing urban interfaces to foster sense- and meaning-
making for diverse user groups. We then outline previous work that explored traces of use in the physical world context,
including projects from materials experience design and spatial navigation. Lastly, we present usage examples of traces
in digital and virtual world contexts for delimitation and discussion purposes.

2.1 Contextualizing Interfaces for Sense- and Meaning-Making in Urban Contexts

To achieve contextualization of public interfaces, the Urban IxD community has increasingly expanded their design
practices toward considering the notion of sense- and meaning-making, which means designing urban interfaces that are
socially relevant [111] and valuable to individuals [82]. Sense-making is the process of connecting the experience beyond
the interaction, whereas meaning-making allows for the creation of concepts and relationships [72, 114]. Vande Moere
and Wouters [103] introduced three intertwined perspectives that should be considered when contextualizing interfaces,
namely the content, carrier, and environment, that would allow creating interfaces of personal relevance and meaning-
fully linked to the local community [102]. Over the years, Urban IxD research began to scrutinize its “message” and
“purpose” [29]. To increase meaning and sense of place, researchers explored, for example, bottom-up approaches and
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DIY practices that support placemaking and citizen participation [10, 14], or weave in theatrical and narrative elements
to promote cultural and heritage conversations [25, 47, 109]. It requires exploring alternative approaches for integrating
digital media and interfaces into urban environments because they require the user’s constant visual attention [106] and
neglect architectural intentions [113]. The latter can lead to a contextual disconnect with the surrounding environment,
resulting in disregard or even vandalism by the public [103]. Approaches include, for example, the use of low-resolution
lighting displays (e.g., [63, 80, 94, 107]), the manipulation of physical materials to represent digital content [49] or
the use of urban robots to create chalk-based urban displays [48]. Yet, the contextualization of urban interfaces is an
ongoing challenge requiring further research and explorations [103, 108].

2.2 Traces and Similar Concepts in The Physical World

For decades, researchers have studied design concepts similar to traces of use in the form of “social traces” [93], “markers
of experiences” [86], “worn patches”[67], or “temporal patterns” [89]. There are many overlaps among these concepts.
Yet, it is currently intransparent what the common underlying concept is, including a lacking clear understanding
of the traces’ effect and application potential. We attempt to create such a consolidating concept based on traces
because they are evidence of prior interactions triggering associations and meanings to or from a material [86, 89], an
object [67, 98, 99] or a place [44, 77]. For example, Rosner et al. [89] discussed material traces of use using the cracks in
a plate derived by usage as anchor points to connect digital stories to the objects. In another work, Tsai and van den
Hoven [99] looked into personal objects and their traces of use. They found that an individual, subjective perspective
on the traces provides higher emotional connectedness and reminiscences than an objective, third-person perspective.
Traces are also applied to reveal and communicate common behavior or movement patterns [24, 40, 88, 112]. For
example, Rogowitz et al. [88] visualized traces of use to identify main touch areas and behaviors that museum visitors
would manifest at art pieces. In contrast, Hespanhol and Dalsgaard [40] discussed traces of use as a design strategy
to visualize spatial movement patterns through digital means in urban environments. Another work introduced the
natural traces of use design strategy [45] to embed interfaces into the public seamlessly, urban environment due to
their recognizability, ubiquity, and naturalness [7, 44]. Particularly traces dealing with physical traces of use emphasize
their dual functionality of changing an interface’s affordance and incorporating socio-cultural meaning. Hummels and
van Dijk [56] and van Dijk [101] explore traces in collaborative scenarios. They define traces as design features that
support embodied sense-making [101] and enable users to understand what others have done [56]. Considering the
examples above, traces of use in design can be defined as social signifiers, which are meaningful social cues embedded
into an environment [61, 79]. Norman [79] introduces, for example, a bookmark as a social signifier because it indicates
how much the reader has proceeded in the story. However, the currently discussed social signifiers mainly relate to
object positions within a (physical or digital) environment and have yet to consider the role of material experiences. It
is outstanding how much traces of use and social signifiers interlink. The examples above also show that traces can
foster sense- and meaning-making but have not yet been explored in the contextualization of urban interfaces.

2.3 Traces in Online and Virtual Worlds

Although not specifically named as such, traces of use are also applied and explored in digital and virtual contexts. We
consider online search and activities as digital contexts, which often gather digital traces of use for analysis [4, 65]
and recommendation purposes [55, 105]. Prior work defines any traceable record of human interactivity as digital
traces, including activity information, online posts, or profiles [65, 95]. In contrast to physical world traces, digital
traces are often invisible to the users who cause them. They are not linked to, for example, worn-off, decomposing
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Contextualizing Urban Interfaces through Traces in Use 5

materials [66] but accumulate to behavior patterns [64] that are shared with system designers and data analysts only.
Thus, digital traces are often detached from their users, which also shifts their ownership from the user to a third party.
Nonetheless, they are also used to generate understanding and connectedness [35, 105]. Grover and Mark [35] increased
understanding for their users by deriving users’ personality types based on the temporal, digital traces generated
through smartphone and personal computing device usage. In another example, Wei et al. [105] connected users by
suggesting group event recommendations based on individual users’ digital traces.

In Virtual Reality (VR), researchers similarly use traces for analysis purposes [38, 83] and to increase social presence
and awareness [12, 43, 92]. Patney et al. [83] tracked gaze traces through eye tracking to improve the rendering of
VR. Furthermore, Chow et al. [12] found that traces of use increase social awareness and presence in asynchronous
collaborative work environments. Their traces are reflected in the form of moving virtual objects within the shared
virtual office requiring users to remember the previous position. Similarly, we [43] explored four types of traces of use
deriving from physical world design research [6]: i) object (non-reversible) characteristics, ii) object’s (reversible) states,
iii) object settings, and iv) object context. The study confirmed the traces’ positive effect on asynchronous social presence
and awareness in shared VR, which agrees with the physical world traces’ design potential of increasing socio-cultural
connectedness and fostering understanding. However, their nature significantly differs as they are purposefully designed
and only partly accessible for background system processes, and not their users.

2.4 Summary

Traces of use can foster sense- and meaning-making in an individual and shared user(s)-object relationship(s). They can
implicitly and calmly embody meaning on a personal, social and cultural level. This motivates us to research their effect
and potential to contextualize urban interfaces. Nonetheless, the projects mentioned above also show traces’ versatile
and divergent characteristics and application contexts, which currently make them a fuzzy concept to grasp and apply
for design. Consequently, we develop the Traces in Use concept by first identifying and clustering urban traces of use
examples and their characteristics (Step I [44]), and second, exploring their making and effect in a context-independent
lab study (Step II [45]). Based on the results, we developed a framework in expert interviews (Step III), which we further
evaluated in the design process of three contextualized urban interfaces (Step IV).

3 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT [STEPS I + II]

Step I and II identify the potential of natural traces of use originating from urban environments for contextualizing public
interfaces. They provide the basis for the Traces in Use design concept. We developed the concept iteratively by mapping
natural urban traces of use analogies to interface designs. The approach was inspired by structure-mapping, which is the
cognitive process of recognizing similarities and drawing relations from a natural entity to a design feature [23, 71, 90].
In Step I, we collected pictures of 182 different traces of use examples in the public, urban environment to identify
common and recognizable trace characteristics. We clustered and evaluated the collection with a focus group (N=4)
and an online survey (max. N=52), resulting in the identification of recognizable, and appreciated versus disliked trace
characteristics. This step is based on prior published work [44]. In addition to the published content, we provide more
details on the experts’ discussion and summarize the overarching findings of Steps I and II. In Step II, we explored the
identified trace design features in an interface made of concrete, an abundant material in urban environments. We
compared two approaches to create the designs, one abstract and one natural. The aim was to change the concrete’s
affordance from a non-interactive to a seemingly interactive material for touch interaction and to explore the transfer
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and limits of trace characteristics for interface design. We tested the interfaces in an elicitation study (N=33). This step
is based on published work [45].

Below, we present the approach and methods of each investigation. We mainly focus on the identified trace types,
their characteristics, related associations, and elicited affordances that we identified relevant for including or excluding
in the design concept. For more details on the approach, please refer to the published works [44, 45]. We contribute
design considerations based on the identified traces’ types and characteristics in both steps, presented in Table 1.

3.1 Identifying Traces of Use Characteristics For Design [STEP I]

In public environments, physical traces or changes in material conditions can derive from various causes, such as
weather influences, animals, machines, or humans. We report how trace examples from our collection are perceived in
a focus group and an online follow-up survey and highlight relevant trace characteristics.

3.1.1 Focus Group. We preselected 46 of the 182 pictures that differed in the types of traces and locations as a discussion
basis for the focus group. The preselection was conducted in a brainstorming session between two authors who aimed
to create a picture set including a variety of types of traces, traces’ positions in context, and locations. The focus group
consisted of four experts: two architects (A1 and A2), one industrial engineer (IE), and one philologist (P). Participants
discussed the picture set regarding the making and effect of the traces from urban architecture, from both societal and
anthropological perspectives.

3.1.2 Focus Group Results. The experts clustered the pictures into eight themes: 1) Negative unconscious, 2) Accident,
3) Indifference, 4) Nice that it is used, 5) Positive Conscious, 6) Scratches, 7) Patina (a material aging effect over time
and use), and 8) Lanes. These themes related partly to the action causing a trace (e.g., accident), associations about the
person that caused the trace, or the trace’s effect on an object’s appearance and meaning. Additionally, participants
discussed the purpose and limitations of traces of use in public, urban places. For example, herd paths have been used
in history to navigate and find meeting places; “That people always take the same path is also important to find the

places”, P. Another influencing factor on the meaning and role of the trace would be the spatial setup and affordance by
considering how shared places are used and what type of traces result from the interaction (e.g., “you don’t really have

so much space to walk anymore and everyone drives by car”, A2). Regarding the associations triggered by the traces, the
participants agreed that context essentially influences meaning-making and a sense of ownership. A1 explained “If I

now see, for example, that a pavement slab on the street is broken, then that’s something I just see. That’s just the way it

is. If I now see that a pavement slab in my driveway is broken, I would say, we have to do something about it”. Besides
whether the traces occur in a public or a private environment, the experts agreed on the important differentiation
of whether the traces resulted from a conscious or unconscious and direct or indirect interaction. They often linked
indirect interactions to unconscious behavior, which was negatively perceived. In contrast, they saw potential in using
traces to support navigation or indicate the shared use of places and objects.

3.1.3 Online Survey. We followed the focus group up with an online survey asking participants (N=52) to mark the
traces of use on 18 pictures for recognizability. The picture sample consisted of two photos per identified cluster plus
two ambiguous pictures that had not been sorted. Participants had the chance to leave pictures out if they did not
recognize any traces of use. We visualized the commonly recognized areas with a Processing [30] script and applied the
turbo scale for histograms to create heatmaps.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Heatmap examples: a) handle at the start of a slide in a playground, b) statue with rubbed-off parts, c) material differences at
a playground, and d) sprayed and scratched wall.

3.1.4 Results. Overall, we found traces of use well recognizable in urban environments. Strong contrast in color,
material texture and consistency facilitated their identification. In contrast, noisy surroundings with multiple traces or
unfamiliar objects made it harder to create commonly identified areas (e.g., Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(d)).

3.1.5 Summary & Discussion of Step I. Traces of use are ubiquitous in and natural characteristics of urban environments.
Our results showed that they are well recognizable, particularly regarding seven trace characteristics that can be explored
for interface design: 1) texture, 2) color, 3) depth, 4) shape familiarity, 5) cultural context, 6) patina, and 7) weathering
versus human traces of use. Each distinguishes a trace from the object and contributes to its meaning and associations.
However, the associations linked to the traces differed according to where they appeared and who caused them through
what interaction. For example, Figure 2(c) shows parts of a playground where traces of use are derived through children
playing. Accordingly, these traces were associated with positive, joyful situations.

Traces representing conscious and purposeful behavior that contribute to the historical atmosphere of a location
or an object were appreciated. We also want to note that the picture sample was limited. We have yet to identify an
exhaustive set of trace characteristics and types but see it as a starting point to explore traces of use for Urban IxD. In
the following step, we summarize how we explored the material traces of use along interfaces made of concrete.

3.2 Exploring Traces of Use For Interfaces Made of Concrete [STEP II]

Considering the aim to contextualize urban interfaces, we were interested in how the traces would change an urban
interface’s affordance and participants’ sense-making. We selected concrete as the interface basis because it is a
ubiquitous urban material and is mostly known to be non-interactive, which allowed us to explore the immediate
effect of the traces on participants’ mental model. Additionally, we selected concrete considering the need for calm,
embedded interfaces that seamlessly blend into the environment [11] and allow for direct interaction with the built
environment [60, 107].

3.2.1 Study Design & Participants. We created three commonly applied UI elements, a button, a slider, and a scroll wheel
in concrete (see Figure 3). Each UI element was created in two versions: The first design approach closely reassembles
the natural traces of use characteristics, called the natural design approach, whereas the second uses the same features
but as a stylized analogy, namely the abstract design approach. The natural design included rough and irregular shapes,
strong texture differences, and slightly ergonomic outlines as if deriving from an actual touch interaction. In comparison,
the abstract designs consisted of clear, symmetric shapes representing highly abstracted traces of use. Figure 3 provides
an overview of all study pieces. Transferring the findings from Step I, we focused on texture, shape, patina, depth
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Fig. 3. Traces implemented in concrete interface control elements through real-world inspiration.

difference, and surrounding weathering. We deliberately decided not to explore colors at this stage so that we could
focus on the textural and structural material first. Also, we purposefully conducted the study in the lab to avoid any
confounding factors, such as influences of the surrounding environment or cultural context, which might have affected
the participant’s meaning-making.

We evaluated our designs in a within-subject touch gesture elicitation study (N=33) combined with a questionnaire
for each interface element and one final questionnaire comparing the two design approaches overall. We analyzed the
number of differing, selected terms per concrete element and the most-selected terms of counterparts. Additionally, we
conducted significance tests on survey results and a thematic clustering of interview responses. 33 participants (age
range: 18 to 48 years, gender: 14 self-identified as female, 19 as male) completed the study.

3.2.2 Results & Discussion Step II. Both design approaches influenced participants’ opinions of concrete as an interactive
material. 21 participants said they generally enjoyed interacting with the concrete elements and were curious to touch
and explore them. Two participants completely refused the idea of concrete as an interface, while the remaining 10
were indifferent. 13 participants preferred the natural designs, 19 preferred the abstract designs for touching, and
one stayed undecided. About the natural designs, they appreciated the natural and organic look, the greater freedom
of use, and the ergonomic shapes. Additionally, the designs would trigger a higher level of interest and a desire to
explore due to their irregular shapes, e.g., “If it looks natural, but you still see that it is artificially made then it looks

interesting, then I want to touch it.”, P9. Several participants related the natural designs to previous interactions with
others due to the shapes and the patina effect. They considered this encouraging to interact with a material normally
known as non-interactive; “It encourages you to do it, simply because others have already used it.”, P12. However, the
weathering and irregularities also decreased the natural designs’ aesthetics and perceived hygiene, which reduced
participants’ willingness to touch them. Too irregular textures and depth differences also caused participants to treat
those as push buttons, triggering confusion rather than helping the understanding. Accordingly, traces can also reduce
interface affordance, requiring a careful balance of their naturalness and abstraction. Nonetheless, participants could
imagine integrating the naturally designed concrete interfaces into public environments, for example, playgrounds,
statues, museums, and display controls. They related interactions, such as explorations, discovering, and connections to
others, to the natural trace designs. In contrast, participants liked the abstract elements’ geometric, clear, and defined
shapes. They enjoyed the smoother surface texture and felt a stronger sense of movement control. Additionally, these
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Table 1. Types of traces and deducted design considerations based on Step I + II. We summarized types where possible.

Picture Example Types Agreements by Participants Design Consideration

Accident,
Negative
Uncon-
scious

Accidentally and indirectly caused
object changes reveal negatively
perceived unconscious, unintended
behavior.

clearly communicate the purpose and
intention of the trace design; avoid cracks.

Indifference Traces on non-personal objects
appearing rather outside the focal
point or are surrounded by a lot of
other traces do not trigger meaning
but are easy to ignore.

Avoid too noisy trace designs but emphasize
one trace that stands out from its
surrounding. Place the traces on objects
relevant to the user.

Nice that it
is used

Traces on positively associated
carriers and practices such as
riding a bicycle trigger sense- and
meaning-making.

Consider carrier, practice, and material
choice in dependence of each other
connected through the trace.

Scratches Scratches are seemingly
unavoidable traces that naturally
happen over time, yet, they are
rather negative evidence of use.

Add scratches for a natural appearance;
avoid them if possible.

Traffic
Lanes

Traces linked to the dissolution of
a familiar shape are recognizable,
yet it remains partly unclear
whether they were caused by
human interaction or not.

Clearly differentiate between weathering
and human traces; explore alterations /
dissolution of familiar shapes.

Positive
Conscious

Traces linked to conscious,
purposeful interactions were
associated positively and can
reflect cultural customs.

Create purposeful traces by reflecting
familiar touch gesture traces from, e.g.,
cultural customs.

Patina Traces slowly deriving over
long-time, and -use represent
authentic signs of social behavior
patterns of, e.g., a community and
their history and contribute to a
shared place’s atmosphere.

Replicate the patina effect in the form of
smooth, even surfaces simulating rubbed-off
material yet intact objects.

designs were easier to understand and communicated a clearer intention of usage; (e.g., “with the more abstract ones you

see that it is on purpose”, P31). However, due to their simplicity, they were also considered less interesting and little
thought-provoking. Nonetheless, participants could imagine having such concrete elements embedded into their homes
to control, for example, the light, music, or an elevator as they “fit well into the architecture”, P17.
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10 Hirsch et al.

3.2.3 Summary Steps I + II. Step II identified criteria from Step I that need balancing due to their essential influence on
the understandability and meaning of the traces and their carriers. This includes considering surrounding conditions
and the place in which an interface would be located, and selecting either a natural or abstract trace design. Participants’
qualitative feedback agreed that the abstract design is more suitable for indoor contexts and the natural one for outdoor
environments. Yet, the natural design requires reducing irregularities and too extreme characteristics as those rather
confuse and distract (e.g., pushing bumps by understanding them as buttons). Furthermore, the understanding is further
influenced by users’ expectations and intentions – the abstract design approach supports simple, familiar, and direct
interactions, whereas the natural design seems more engaging. In contrast, the natural designs’ patina effect and the
ergonomic shapes triggered associations about other, prior users and their interactions. It adds a social component
that may assure users of an interface’s interactivity and trigger their curiosity to interact similarly. This resembles and
could be referred to as a ‘detached’ form of the honeypot effect, which originally describes the phenomenon of people
being stimulated to interact with an interface after seeing others interacting with it [112]. Altogether, we identify the
relevance of balancing the trace characteristics to increase the interface affordance and create the connection and
understanding of prior interactions. We present an overview of the traces’ types and characteristics and deduct design
considerations in Table 1 consolidating findings from Steps I and II. Both steps show that the context is essential for the
traces’ meaning-making requiring considering the place (Place), who (People) uses it, and how (Practice) throughout
the design process. We use these identified design dimensions to create a Traces in Use framework (see Figure 4) and
refine the Traces in Use interaction design concept.

4 TRACES IN USE FRAMEWORK – [STEP III]

We developed the Traces in Use framework to provide designers with a theoretical foundation when applying our design
concept. It includes all components believed to influence the sense- and meaning-making of the traces and their user
experience. The framework was originally published in Hirsch et al. [43] as the Traces in VR framework, focusing on
implicitly increasing social presence and awareness in virtual environments. However, the framework is part of a larger
research project aiming to translate natural traces of use into a generalizable Traces in Use concept for both realities,
physical and virtual. To validate the framework for physical traces of use, we conducted additional interviews with
urban and interaction designers, using and researching traces in the real world. To avoid any bias and increase internal
validity, we followed the same interview protocol regarding the introduction to the framework and questions as with
the VR experts [43], i.e., asking them about whether they know and apply similar concepts and how they could imagine
that our concept could support their research. We share the anonymized transcripts and the coding scheme via osf.io1.

A thematic analysis of the interviews confirms the framework for the physical reality thereby validating our prior
results. Yet, the items in the framework itself are interpreted differently in the virtual vs. the physical context, which
we detail below. As this paper’s focus is on physical world traces for the contextualization of tangible urban interfaces,
the differences between virtual and physical realities are beyond the scope. However, we dedicate a paragraph in the
discussion linking our findings from the physical to the digital and virtual realities. In this section, we present the
development and rationale behind the Traces in Use framework and its evaluation in eight expert interviews for the
physical reality. The interviews resulted in the iterated framework shown in Figure 4 with changes highlighted in green.
We also interviewed experts about the concept, asking them how and for what they would use and how they would
integrate it into their design processes. Overall, we evaluated the concept and the framework, first on a conceptual and

1https://osf.io/zgkfq/?view_only=73313405ba13423bba8c0afdb000cc8f
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Fig. 4. Traces in Use framework: The purple color reflects the materials experience design framework that this framework is based
on [33], and the green color indicates changes after the expert evaluation.

theoretical level in the expert interviews, and second in a situated design research project creating three contextualized
urban interfaces in Step IV a+b.

4.1 Framework Dimensions and Relationships

We developed a framework with Materials, People, Practices, and Places as the main design dimensions that influence
and are influenced through traces. It is based on the materials experience framework iterated by Robbins et al. [86],
who defined traces as a design approach that shapes the socio-ecological context between people, materials, and
practices. Aiming to counteract users’ increasing lack of engagement with technology, understanding, and socio-
emotional connectedness, their work shows the traces’ qualities of revealing the relationships and enabling bi-directional
communication between these dimensions. As presented in our prior work [43], we extended their framework to include
Place as another main design dimension and Behavioral Settings as an overarching dimension. Behavioral Settings
represent the users’ personal, cultural, and societal backgrounds that influence their sense- and meaning-making of the
traces and the urban environment [3, 42]. Our results in Step I and Step II further confirm the Place and Behavioral

Settings dimensions because of the contextual dependency that influences how traces are perceived and interpreted (i.e.,
situated in a playground context versus a parking lot; a rubbed off statue versus a broken motorcycle). We added the Time

dimension and renamed the collaborate relationship into shape after the interview evaluation as highlighted in green in
Figure 4. Within the framework, the traces are purposefully positioned in the center because they communicate and
reflect the relationships between the dimensions. In line with Robbins et al. [86]’s work, we argue that the traces enable
users to create meaningful connections, supporting their sense- and meaning-making. We introduce each dimension
and relationship in more detail below.

4.1.1 Dimensions: The People dimension comprises users encountering the other dimensions through traces. They
may be passive bystanders, passers-by, or active creators that leave traces behind. There can be one or many people
simultaneously with different intentions and interests, just like the heterogeneous (non-) user groups of public places [41,
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46]. People further represents the personas creating the meaning of traces on an individual, shared, or communal level.
TheMaterial dimension refers to the carrier of the traces, its materials, and its characteristics. Physical traces are tangible
and are reflected in varying shapes, textures, and other material characteristics. They can also be purely visual [26, 87],
or auditive (e.g., movements turned into sounds [89]) depending on the material they are made of. Practice refers to
“ways of doing” [33] in the form of daily practices and routines. These can be one-time (e.g., accidents, such as a bent
stop sign; see Table 1), accumulated (e.g., used furniture), or intangible interactions (e.g., showing the frequency of
use in the form of a heat-map). The dimension Place frames the physical, architectural, and spatial conditions that
provide the surrounding environment of an interface. Meaningful social encounters characterize an interface [21] by
embodying and communicatinig their users’ experiences, prior happenings, and cultural norms. Places can be public,
semi-public, or private depending on, for example, access restrictions, ownership, and type of relationships between
place users (i.e., [15, 28, 91]). Accordingly, the socio-cultural setup strongly defines places’ meanings and characters.
The outer circle of the framework denotes influencing factors that affect the interpretability of traces for each of the
connected dimensions, namely Time and Behavioral Settings. Time summarizes the natural temporal development of a
trace deriving through the communication and encounters between the dimensions as well as the developments of each
individual dimension [44, 66]. People’s cultural and personal backgrounds and their experiences onsite influence, for
example, how places become meaningful and are used.

4.1.2 Relationships: The axis in the middle of the framework refers to bi-directional connections between the dimen-
sions People, Place, Practice, andMaterial [110]. Similar to the material experience framework according to Robbins et al.
[86], ours highlights that initial encounters with materials influence people’s expectations and judgments of traces.
Independent of whether a place is private or public, they connect people socio-culturally, and people connect to places
on an individual and communal level. They also afford certain practices similarly, like practices that can change a place’s
spatial affordance. Also, places compose materials and objects and vice versa. In accordance with the bi-directionality
of the actions, practices can change a place’s affordance and shape the material over time, generating traces of use.

4.2 Expert Interviews

We conducted eight semi-structured interviews, four with experts in urban interaction design (UIxD experts) and four
with experts who had one or more HCI research publications about traces as design features (traces experts). Five
self-identified as male, and three as female. The average number of years of experience in their area of expertise was
nine (𝑆𝐷 = 5). We recruited the participants partly via our institutions’ network, and partly via a snowballing approach,
i.e., through recommendations from our interviewees. Interviews were conducted in English and took about 30 minutes
each. All experts participated voluntarily without receiving any compensation.

4.2.1 Interview Process & Analysis. We conducted the interviews via zoom [116], beginning with an introduction to the
Traces in Use concept and the framework. All participants gave their consent to record the sessions and store and process
the data under GDPR [1]. We used GoTranscript [68] to transcribe the interviews. Two researchers independently coded
them thematically using condens.io [34] and miro [76]. We followed the inductive approach by Braun et al. [9], which
includes six steps: 1) careful familiarization with the transcripts, 2) creating the first codes, 3) clustering them into
themes, 4) revising the themes, 5) finally defining the themes, and 6) consolidating and documenting the findings. It took
three iterations until data saturation was reached, including three main themes, seven sub-themes, 20 sub-sub-themes,
and 163 individual codes. No codes exclusively occurred in one area of expertise among all experts. Accordingly, we
present the overall interview results instead of separating the areas of expertise.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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4.2.2 Results & Discussion: CONCEPT. The Concept theme clusters all points to the concept’s and the traces’ universal
meaning and application potential. According to our experts, traces can create and strengthen meaningful relationships
between humans and individuals and interfaces. For shared contexts, the concept could support more-than-human
design [27, 104] by including other living- or autonomous beings and their traces, such as for example, birds or robots.
In another direction, the experts discussed the long-versus mid-term effect of traces in shared environments; “more short

term trace creation where it’s a much more vivid shared memory, [that] can be another way to make [...] you collectively

part of when those traces were created [...]. Looking at those large collective memories or collective experiences and traces

that result in all or relay back to that instance.” (traces expert 2). Using traces to foster shared experiences and create
collective memories creates value and strengthens self-identity. Additionally, the experts said that the concept could
support the preservation of historic artifacts and sites through user participation when considered in the design process.
Considering these different potentials, the Traces in Use design concept could contribute to increasing the cognitive and
emotional attachment between users and the data processing in the background of an interface.

4.2.3 Results & Discussion: TRACES. The theme Traces included five sub-themes and 19 sub-sub-themes.

Design. This sub-theme comprises all sub-sub-themes related to the Design Requirements, Intentions, Challenges,
Opportunities and Considerations. The Intention to design with traces is based on either aiming to increase the meaning-
fulness of an interface or, fostering embedded and embodied interaction in place. It relates to the design Opportunities,
which affirms what traces can be used for. For users, the experts emphasized community building through the per-
ceptibility of mass behavior and the embodiment of other people’s (digital) traces. At the same time, it allows for a
certain ambiguity in the interpretation. Furthermore, the experts discussed the traces’ implicit effect, which could be
used to design unobtrusive interfaces and peripheral interaction; “It’s your choice to listen to them and engage with

them. So to talk to you if you want to learn from these narratives or these traces that have been left around.”, UIxD expert 4.
In contrast, they can also be used to increase the affordance of an interface and its utility or to reveal designs that are
differently used than originally intended: “people taking shortcuts and that creates these paths. That gives you a very

good indication [...] that your design was, um, yeah, not the greatest.”, UIxD expert 3. Five of our experts used traces for
analysis purposes and to evaluate, for example, movement patterns in the shared space.

The Challenges include, for example, designing interfaces that also persist in meaning for long-term usage. Any
changes or external influences risk changing the traces’ meaning, making it hard to account for eventual developments
in advance. Another challenge derives from the exclusivity that digital traces particularly entail. As soon as they
are only perceptible by a certain user group, there is information withheld from others. Traces generally consist of
various characteristics (color, depth, shape...), making designing them complex and challenging. Additionally, the traces
can also dissolve or disappear within the mass of traces, confirming the too noisy surrounding in Steps I+II; "If we
have too many different traces I can’t really identify the ones really meaningful for me or personally attached to me, um,

especially in those community places where [...] there will be a massive amount of them.", traces expert 3. It requires
curating the traces to enable effective and quick identification. We summarize such requirements in the sub-sub-theme
Requirements & Considerations. Designers face the responsibility to accommodate unknown influences and communicate
such complex intersections understandably to users. One suggestion is rooted in explicit materials experience by, for
example, using strong visual contrast. Yet, the traces’ effects must be balanced and adapted to the context to trigger
meaningful associations of common understanding and not divert from it. This makes designing Traces in Use interface
very complex and challenging.
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Nonetheless, designing with traces facilitates turning everyday objects from Carriers into interfaces by changing
the object’s material affordance and giving them meaning beyond the pure interaction. This confirms Step II results.
Similarly, they influence the spatial design and affordance of an environment (Influence on Place), which can further
influence a user’s feeling of ownership of a place. UIxD expert 4 gave an example of a location-based sound trace that
changed users’ understanding and connectedness to the place and to the other people who had left the sound trace;
“It almost felt like I was them. And then [...] I have an understanding of what their experience was like viscerally and an

embodied experience of that”.

Effect. Besides increasing affordance and meaningfulness, traces can also increase trust, attachment, and personaliza-
tion through the Connection to the Interface. The traces expert I even stated that traces make the individual experience
better over time, referring to shoes and digital traces as examples: “Shoes are my favorite example. I mean, they start

really stiff, and it’s the breaking in that makes them work better. And that’s the same with the digital traces”. At the same
time, traces can also foster Understanding and socio-cultural relationships, particularly traces in shared public places. As
others then create the majority of traces, they instinctively increase social awareness and allow for assumptions about
past happenings and a place’s history. History is a shared history, embodied through traces that can create a bond; “[...]
a broader group of people rather than individuals, [...] it might be a little bit more, um, easy to get that strong connection or

that link between say memories and traces”, traces expert 2. Additionally, traces can trigger curiosity and invite us to
explore. The sub-sub-theme Movement & Physical Changes summarizes the physical traces in the environments, such as
material changes in space or movement patterns, and the role of traces in encouraging movements. For example, UIxD
expert 2 talked about a project comparing two interface versions, one more prototypically appearing and the other
more finished looking. The prototypical version arrived with more interaction because the finished version “[...] drew

less attention and was used less because, I think, they’re thinking that it looks more permanent now. So, people already kind

of put off their interaction”. This effect relates to the “detached honeypot effect” identified in Step II because it would
trigger people to interact due to associating how others had interacted with it before. It emphasizes the bi-directional
relationships of material characteristics affording certain interactions and interactions changing the material qualities.

Meaning. This theme comprises the differences in meaning of traces for individuals and shared groups, and common

influences. In one-to-one (user-to-object) relationships, the traces can represent an intimate, personal situation and
often serve as memory cues that trigger reminiscence and self-reflection; “memories [...] associated with someone’s

sense of self, or, their identity and therefore quite personal memories”, traces expert 2. In contrast, shared meaning was
always mentioned in the context of shared understanding, history, and community. However, experts also found it
harder to design for it because shared contexts increase emotional distance. Common influences on meaning-making

comprised the dependencies of traces on their desirability, ambiguity, a user’s behavioral settings, and imagination
skills. Furthermore, their meaning is influenced by the social relationships between the user and others.

Characteristics. We split Characteristics into six sub-sub-themes, Digital, Physical, Temporal, Perceptibility, Missing or

Wrong Traces, and General Characteristics. Digital traces are defined by design and implementation. They often stay
invisible to their users and only communicate with certain groups. This leads to a loss of users’ autonomy. Yet, they
also extend their functionality by providing users with, for example, more personalized recommendations. The experts
defined algorithms as digital materials that contribute to creating a narrative through traces: “It’s not only humans

that have that agency, and that capacity to create change and impact and trace upon the environment, but it’s also these

non-human things, like the materials of the AI, or the code, or whatever”, traces expert 1. The personalization effect can
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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further lead to digital placemaking. Besides, digital traces can be used to create spatial heat-maps through, for example,
eye or head tracking. Lastly, they support the impression of being in virtual environments by reflecting physical world
characteristics in the digital world.

With Physical, we cluster trace characteristics that are grounded in the tangibility and physicality of the physical
world. Our experts saw physical traces also as embodied, enduring memory: “I can see there’s a memory, I mean, stored

in the traces, a memory about the previous users and also the memory about the social interaction, and a trace has been left

on this kind of objects”, trace expert 4. At the same time, traces evolve and are transient, representing a physicalization
of time (Temporal). Ephemeral traces have a shorter lifetime than persistent traces, which makes digital traces often
ephemeral to their creators. In Perceptibility, experts discussed that traces are rather attention-inviting than demanding
and, thus, contribute to balance information overload. At the same time, the discussion resulted in open questions about
what information should be presented through traces and what should stay hidden from users. One of the considerations
in the decision-making relates to the traces’ aesthetics and their influence on the aesthetics of the surroundings, which
“some people probably don’t want to see”, traces expert 3. It intertwines with the sub-sub-themeMissing or wrong traces, in
which people also erased others’ traces (“so this person took control of, of the area to [...] get rid of traces”, UIxD expert 3)
because of personal dislike. Similarly, there are traces that go unnoticed or result from wrong usage (for example,
scratches). Yet, the lack of traces would lead to a lack of reflection and meaning.

The General Characteristics comprise four trace classification criteria: 1) human versus non-human, 2) intentional
versus unintentional, 3) accumulated versus instance, and 4) abstract versus natural. Similarly, experts defined them as
evidence of meaningful experiences and relationships, as a consequence of practices in places, as evidence of historical
significance and authenticity, as nudges, as the embodiment of entanglements, and as natural features of environments
and objects. Additional to the classification and definition, experts shared examples of audio and robot-specific traces.
The latter emphasized the need to design traces that are characteristic of their causer.

Research Potential. The interviews revealed further research potential regarding evaluation methods and exploring
the traces’ design potential. Current methods to measure meaningfulness and different types of meaning are mainly
qualitative, with no known established quantitative methods. Yet, quantitative methods could facilitate the evaluation
and analysis process. Besides, experts also pointed out the need for long-term studies to assess the traces’ effect over
time or established material-driven design approaches for creating urban interfaces. Lastly, traces expert 1 emphasized
the challenges with digital traces that “...are not always very clearly reflected back to the person creating them” and the
need to research giving back ownership.

4.2.4 Results & Discussion: FRAMEWORK. Overall, this theme comprises three sub-themes, Conceptual Construct,
Extension, and Application. The latter includes one sub-sub-theme, Place.

Conceptual Construct. All experts confirmed the relevance of the framework’s dimensions and relationships. They
also emphasized the importance of the material-place relationship for the urban outdoors that reveals where and how
many people did what activity. All agreed it was a valuable addition to the original materials experience framework.

Extension. Suggested extensions and changes concerned the renaming of the collaborate relationship to increase
understanding and to add Time as an additional dimension. Furthermore, they reflected on the role of agents and the
displayed content, e.g., text information. However, they also recommended considering these in a second iteration and
evaluating the updated version, as presented in this work, first.
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Application. The experts saw the framework’s benefit to systematically support before, during, and after the design
process to evaluate whether all relevant influences had been considered and what effects may be expected when
changing something in one dimension. On the one hand, this would support the creation process of interfaces and, on
the other, visualize what influences the meaning of each dimension. However, they also expressed the need for some
flexibility: “If you’re talking about the framework, I would say that they [the dimensions] are all equally important because

that would accommodate, uh, sufficiently different design scopes [...] but within a particular design scope you may have

some of those elements be more predominant than others at different times”, UIxD expert 1. The length of the relationship
lines could therefore reflect the different dependencies and hierarchies. Place was a newly added dimension and was
discussed in more depth than the other dimensions. To create interfaces with the concept, experts thought it highly
relevant to define the spatial context and the meaning of the place. This includes the identification of ongoing activities
onsite, the place’s spatial affordance, and non-physical aspects (e.g., data) that would influence its appearance and effect.

4.2.5 Summary of Step III. Altogether, the interview results validate the framework for physical contexts and confirm
the Traces in Use as a design concept to create meaningful, social, and cultural user experiences for the individual
and shared contexts. The results further emphasize the framework’s usefulness and sensible overview of the relevant
relationships and dimensions that are necessary to consider when applying the concept in a design process. We extended
the framework about the temporal dimension that is valuable to account for changes over time; for example, to consider
the shorter lifespan of digital technologies in contrast to the long lifetime of physically built environments. Given
the framework’s theoretical grounding and perspective, experts also mentioned that it would require its practical
application in an actual design process to a) validate the dimensions and relationships and b) investigate which methods
and tools to complement it. They imagined using it as a tool guiding in considering and accounting for all potential
influences deriving from the dimensions and relationships on users’ sense-and meaning-making of their interface
designs. They also agreed on the equal importance of each dimension but emphasized that this might shift depending
on the situation and project. Considering all input, we iterated on the framework resulting in the version presented in
Figure 4 to create interface designs with the Traces in Use concept.

5 PROTOTYPING TRACES IN USE FOR INTERFACES: PROCESS AND MAKING [STEP IV A]

In the last Step (IV) of our work, we validated the Traces in Use concept practically in a design project to contextualize
three urban interfaces. Additionally, we evaluated the framework by applying it throughout the design process for
interface creation and testing. To assure greater generalizability of our results, we tested the interfaces at two different
locations (see Figure 8). In contrast to the previous Steps, we formulated the following research questions to provide a
clearer structure to this extensive last step of our work:

RQ1 How can we design and prototype a trace’s appearance to contextualize urban interfaces? How can the Traces
in Use framework guide and facilitate the design of interfaces incorporating traces?

RQ2 Towhat extent can urban interfaces that incorporate the Traces in Use design concept comply with heterogeneous
user groups’ needs and support a meaningful interaction experience?

To address these research questions, we followed research in and through design as the overarching approach [16].
Dalsgaard [16] propose this approach for conducting interaction design research in which the study of the design
process is of relevance (research in design); at the same time, the researcher itself is involved in the experimental
design project that is also leading to new domain knowledge (research through design). In regards to our research
questions, we followed research in design to evaluate how the Urban IxD design process can be extended through
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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materials experience design research and our Traces in Use framework more specifically; and research through design
by employing methods from design practice (e.g., development of design concepts, prototypes) to gain insights into the
contextualization of urban interfaces through the design concept.

To define the meanings and relationships of the different dimensions of our framework, we incorporated the meanings
of place framework by Gustafson [37]. We analyzed and identified context-dependent design requirements and the
places’ meaning for two places of different architectural styles and meanings in the inner city of Munich, Germany, the
Historical Square and the Community Area to inform the Traces in Use framework dimensions and their relationships
(Step III). Furthermore, we introduced design considerations that guided our prototyping process to create the natural
traces of use appearance recommended for outdoor places in subsection 3.2. Subsequently, we applied the material
driven design (MDD) by Karana et al. [57] for the material and prototyping exploration. Figure 5 presents an overview
of the iterative approach and applied methods. In the MDD and prototyping steps, the framework guided the collection
and analysis of information.

During the design process, we used different media and tools commonly used for RtD documentation [5], such
as photographs, sketches, and textual annotations. For understandability purposes, we present locations, design
considerations, and the resulting interfaces (see Figure 8) in the form of an annotated portfolio [31], aiming to surface
similarities and differences across the interfaces and the locations that the interfaces were designed for. Since the
authors of this paper are distributed across the globe, the annotated portfolio was created collaboratively through
the online whiteboard platform Miro2. The platform enabled to (re-)arrange and select the pictures, comment and
highlight certain objects or materials, and visualize connections from the picture collection to the contextualization
perspectives by Vande Moere and Wouters [103] and the Traces in Use framework. For locations (see Figure 6) and
design considerations (see Figure 7), the annotation strategy was strongly guided by the particular method or approach
that was followed in each particular design phase.

Location Scouting Material Selection 
and Exploration In Situ TestingImplementation of 

Contextualized Interfaces

Meaning of Place framework, 
interviews and observations

Material Driven Design Prototyping Self-directed photograph 
method, questionnaires and 
user testing

incl. carrier selections 
and exploration

Implementation 
and making

Evaluating the level of 
contextualization

Fig. 5. The prototyping and in situ testing approach: We first scouted locations and analyzed them with the meanings of place
framework. The results influenced the material selections and explorations in the following step and the carrier selection. Combining
all interim findings, we then conceptualized and implemented three prototypes that we then tested in situ. The framework guided
our design process and supported double-checking our interfaces.

5.1 Methods

Themeanings of place framework [37] helps to analyze a place’s meaning by considering three aspects, namely the “self”
(the individual user-place relationship), the “environment” (physical features and events) and “others” (social norms and

2https://miro.com/, last accessed: December 2022
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type of community). Through these three aspects, the method allows identifying design aspects and characteristics
relevant to define the People, Place, Material, and Practice dimensions through field observations and interviews. The
three cornerstones are influenced by and shape traditions, the place’s organizations, and user associations. The material-
driven design method [57] fosters material exploration and usage while aiming for meaningful user experiences. It
includes four subsequent steps: i) understanding the material, ii) creating a vision for the materials experience, iii)
integrating the materials experience characteristics, and iv) designing the concept.

5.2 Location Analysis and Characterization

To approach all cornerstones of the meanings of place framework [37], we conducted five interviews per site with urban
dwellers about their reasons for visiting and connection to the places. Two authors conducted the place analyses, one
moderating the interviews and the other taking notes. Additionally, both authors conducted field observations and desk
research (e.g., reviewing newspaper articles about the places’ events, history, etc.). Below, we present the results for the
two selected locations by further linking them to the Traces in Use framework dimensions. It should be noted that we
do not provide further details about the analysis process as the location analysis served as a preparation step only and
is not the primary focus of this work.

Historical Square Community Area

meeting ‘others’
calm oasis / escaping crowds

urban gardening

vibrant nightlife 
(in the early 90s)past experiences

Self

Environment

Others

surrounded by offices 
& new residential area

distinctive physical features

stone

metal statues
historical knowledge concrete

lions as symbol for
the histor. residence

graffiti

surrounded by the
inner city’s shopping mile

& historical landmarks

former industrial
area

Fig. 6. The two selected locations, the Historical Square (left) and the Community Area (right), with annotations based on the
“meanings of place” framework [37] (in green: meaning of self, environment, and others) illustrating our location analysis and
characterization process. Textual annotations relating to specific elements identified onsite are encoded through white background
color; annotations of black background indicate the identified activities and intentions to visit.

We decided on two locations (see Figure 6): the Historical Square for its historical meaning, architecture, and
atmosphere, and the second as a contrast to the first location, the Community Area, for representing a modern
community area. At both places, we considered the location’s spatial arrangements, materials, and surrounding objects
to inform the design of our interfaces [111]. For example, concrete and stone were identified as predominant Materials

at the locations.

5.2.1 Historical Square. The Historical Square is part of the city’s first official residence from the 13th century and is
known and valued by visitors (i.e., People) for its historical significance. In the past, lion cages and other animals were
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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kept in the square, and today, lion statues are spread around the larger city area reminding visitors of their historical
presence (Material dimension). The location features a wide-open space with the main road leading through it and a
fountain in the middle (Place). It is located next to the city’s inner shopping mile and serves as a spot for people to
escape the crowds. As such, it is often used to enjoy a lunch break or relax (Practices), which is also why the location is
described as a calm oasis in a historical setting.

5.2.2 Community Area. The Community Area is a relatively new complex with office buildings, hotels, stores, restau-
rants, and a small container village. The place was a former factory, albeit with very few reminders of its past. In its
more recent history, the place was known for its vibrant nightlife and music scene, with bars and clubs located around
the area. Today, the container collective offers community activities such as gardening or smaller performance areas for
musicians (i.e., Practices). In particular, the container collective still features a lot of graffiti on the walls (i.e., Material).
Various people go about their daily business here: workers (i.e., People) taking their lunch break, people taking a walk,
going shopping, etc. As such, the location’s meaning for individuals is that it is a place to relax, socialize or connect
with the local community (i.e., Place).

5.3 Design Considerations

We focused on natural material traces that trigger the impression that many users repeatedly used the interface over time
to generate shared, common understandings and associations. These considerations link to, for example, the positively
associated patina effect (see Table 1, Step I & II) and understanding of such traces about other people’s activities at
shared places (Step III). In addition, we aimed to reflect on the situation in the target environments and increase the
social connectedness when sensing and perceiving the traces in context. The Traces in Use framework supported the
design process by setting the gathered information in relation and identifying traces that represent the connection
between the different dimensions. To create the time-dependent causation effect, we took the example of rubbed-off
parts of a statue3 or a shortcut caused by users cutting the corner of a street4. In such cases, the material interaction
results in irreversible, intensifying changes that may lead to material dissolution overall [6, 99]. Additionally, we applied
slightly irregular shapes and surface texture transitions to arrive at a natural trace appearance, which encourages
exploration and increases interface embeddedness as identified in section 3. We also considered the seven material
characteristics that influence the traces’ affordance and recognizability: differences in color and texture, distinction,
cultural context, patina, physical familiarity, and depth.

5.4 Designing the Interfaces: MDD and Prototyping

Following the MDD method [57], we selected materials and objects identified from our place analysis and interlinked
the materials’ and places’ characteristics. Next, we explored different ways of creating material patterns shaping traces
of use following our design considerations as presented above. Lastly, we applied the traces onto the objects turning the
object from carriers into interfaces. We decided to create three interfaces in total (see Figure 7): for the Historical Square,
we designed the Lion interface, a metal-like lion statue with integrated traces of manually rubbed nose and leg. If
generating heat through the touch interaction at the indicated areas, the material changes its color, and a hand-written
message underneath becomes visible. We also designed a Drum interface for the Community Area incorporating
multiple, overlapping hand-prints that, when touched/beaten, produces sounds to create the impression of playing with

3http://www.the-culture-counter.com/juliets-right-breast-and-other-lucky-body-parts/, last accessed Dec. 14th, 2021
4https://cxeye.wordpress.com/2015/10/07/design-vs-ux-vs-cx/, last accessed Dec. 14th, 2021
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Fig. 7. Annotated portfolio illustrating the research in and through design approach for each interface, including inspirations from
the location analysis, mapped onto the four contextualization perspectives (the three original: Environment, carrier, content, and
one new perspective, "material" as presented in Figure 13) in the MDD method, and manifested in the finalized interfaces. Textual
annotations relating to specific design characteristics and choices pertaining to the interfaces are encoded through white background
color; annotations of black background color indicate the conceptual implications of designing Traces in Use interfaces.

someone or something. Lastly, we created a more ‘contextually-neutral’ Storyteller interface with an input and output
component. The Storyteller’s input is a copper plate with artificially created foot imprints. When triggered, the output
component changes visibility showing images about the location and playing short audio content. The Storyteller has
been designed for both locations, and the content has been adapted accordingly. We used the Traces in Use framework
for double-checking each interface’s composition and their relation to the identified place meanings.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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5.4.1 Lion Interface. The Lion statue directly connects to the place’s former function as a lion enclosure and today’s
local custom to rub lion statues’ noses for good luck. We explored color and texture differences for the traces of use,
working with different varnishes and thermochromic ink. To indicate the interactive areas through a patina effect [44],
we painted those parts with a turquoise base. The rest of the statue was painted in black to achieve a color contrast [44]
and to mimic the metal look of actual statues. To complete the impression of age and long-term usage, we applied the
traces by wiping over the still-wet thermochromic ink shaping them similarly to a multitude of hand-prints on top of
each other. Underneath the ink, we wrote two hand-written messages related to the cultural and historical meaning of
the object and place. The interface complies with the concept of ‘embeddedness’ [53] through its physical shape and
material and its historical and cultural notion. We located the interface along the main walking path facing towards the
square so that it was additionally spatio-contextually embedded (see Figure 8, left).

5.4.2 Drum Interface. The Drum interface metaphorically embodies the artistic ambiance of the Community Area,
including the busy social life, manifested through the multitude of hand-prints. Users are supposed to feel connected
with others by touching the hand-prints and being reminded of the location’s fun and creative nightlife. We created the
Drum using a plant pot and a polyester cloth that we processed with sandpaper and coarse files to increase the overall
weathered appearance. The traces reflect in three different colored hand-prints in combination with overlapping brown
hand-prints on the drum’s batter head. The color also changed the fabric’s texture, making the difference visible and
tangible. The depth difference became more significant the thicker we applied the colors. The hand-prints represented
the colorful graffiti that adorned the place’s walls now and then. The interface was positioned in plant boxes along the
location’s main path (see Figure 8, right) and close to a music bar so that it was located within the area where people
come to socialize. We embedded the Drum interface culturally, physically, and spatio-contextually.

5.4.3 Storyteller Interface. The Storyteller, with its footplate, metaphorically corresponds to the meaning of ‘stepping
into someone’s shoes and, thus, someone’s history. The output, a print containing pictures, was integrated into a box
with a stone-like look and located behind a frosted glass screen5. The frosted glass became transparent when connected
to power and was electronically connected to pressure sensors that we integrated into the footplate. The traces were
placed on the pressure plate’s copper sheet to indicate where users should step. They consisted of patina footprints
created with oxidation agents. Additionally, we used the agents to age the rest of the plate artificially. Finally, we used
hammers to dent the surface and create a depression at the footprint to emphasize the traces further. For the Community
Area, we placed the output box in one of the wooden plant boxes and at the Historical Square, on top of one of the
stone pillars in the middle of the square (see Figure 8, center). The footplate was placed underneath. When choosing the
placement, we ensured that the areas described in the audio-visual story were within sight. The Storyteller was, thus,
spatio-contextually and historically embedded, but its physical shape did not relate to the respective locations.

6 FIELD STUDIES: INTERFACES, CONCEPT AND FRAMEWORK EVALUATION [STEP IV B]

Our project additionally comprised two mix-method field studies to test the level of contextualization of the three
prototypes with a total of 𝑁=40 participants, 20 at each location. We conducted both studies over three weeks. Each
session took 25-45 minutes, depending on participants’ thoroughness in exploring the locations.

5https://www.system24.de/shop/schaltbare-folie-and-zubehoer/musterfolie-gerahmt/, last accessed December 28th, 2021.
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Fig. 8. The three prototypes of contextualized interfaces that we deployed at two different locations (from left to right): the Lion
statue and the Storyteller deployed at a Historical Square, and the Storyteller and the Drum deployed at a Community Area.

6.1 Participants

Participants were recruited via the university’s networks and social media accounts. All gave informed consent according
to general data protection regulations (GDPR) and followed the local hygiene and social distancing rules6. 20 participants
identified themselves as female (eight at Community Area and 12 at Historical Square), 20 as male (12 at Community
Area and eight at Historical Square). More than half of the participants (n=23) had not been at the respective place
within the last year (10 at Historical Square; 13 at Community Area). In addition, 12 participants had been there once or
twice (seven at Historical Square; five at Community Area), three between three to five times at the Historical Square,
and two had visited the Community Area more than five times.

6.2 Methods

We applied the self-directed photograph method [78], ensued by a questionnaire (Questionnaire I). By this, we followed
the approach by Hirsch et al. [46] to assess the traces’ potential in supporting the design for heterogeneous user group
needs and interests by evaluating how much the interfaces would catch participants’ attention (RQ2). Furthermore,
this study allowed us to assess how well the interfaces were embedded into the surrounding in relation to their
recognizability. Afterward, we did user testing with the interfaces, followed by a questionnaire (Questionnaire II) to
assess users’ sense-and meaning-making of each interface in relation to their surroundings and other users.

Self-Directed Photograph Method and Questionnaire I. In the self-directed photograph method, participants took
pictures of the place and objects they perceived as relevant to the task at hand according to their profile. The persona
profiles included an event manager and a lunch break taker profile (see Table 2). The first profile corresponds to
non-users [97] who would not be interested to learn more about the surroundings and represented the test group.
The second profile complies with users interested in the environment and functioned as the control group, which was
supposed to notice the interfaces. Both profiles related to observed user profiles at both locations and allowed us to
compare the need of heterogeneous user groups.

Similarly to Hirsch et al. [46], we extended this method with an additional questionnaire to evaluate the interfaces’
obtrusiveness and embeddedness, thus aiming to answer our second research question (RQ2). The questionnaire, filled
out for each interface, comprised a 7-point Likert scale (1:very low to 7:very high) regarding the following six attributes:

6The study took place during an ongoing pandemic requiring reduced social contacts and disinfection of all tools after each run.
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embeddedness, cultural suitability, perceptibility as an interface, perceptibility in the environment, recognizability, and
easiness-to-ignore. The questionnaire also included open-ended questions to understand the reasoning behind each
rating, for example, reasons for or against considering the interfaces. We also asked participants whether they had
noticed them when they had not photographed the interfaces.

User Testing and Questionnaire II. In the second study, we conducted a user test asking participants to interact with
the interfaces and rate their’ usability, perception, and interpretation. For this, we prepared a questionnaire including
usability rating questions adopting similar attributes to those of the attrakDiff [39], such as how useless or useful,
unaesthetic or aesthetic, conventional or novel, confusing or obvious, complicated or simple, bothersome or pleasing
and boring or interesting, each interface was to participants. We also included the usability test to validate whether
participants experienced any issues that might influence the interfaces’ contextualization and to challenge the design
concept for potential gaps or limitations. Additionally, we added open-ended questions about whether the traces
facilitated how the participants construed and understood the relationship between the interfaces, the place, other
users, and themselves. Lastly, we asked participants to rate the trace designs as alternative control elements and their
interaction experience. During this study part, we took notes and observed participants’ interactions with the interfaces.

Table 2. The two user profiles and tasks applied in the study [46].

Abbrv. User Profile Task

Control Group A Lunch break taker
Take pictures of everything where you could get further information about the location or
information interfaces as a frequent visitor whose main intention is to relax and take your
mind off of work.

Test Group B Event manager Take pictures of everything that could help you to decide on the place as an event location.

6.3 Study Procedure

We introduced participants to their profiles for the self-directed photograph study at each location, followed by the
first questionnaire. Afterward, we asked them to interact with each interface and fill out the second questionnaire. For
the user testing, we guided all participants to the interfaces. We observed how they approached the interaction, what
gestures or interaction types they tried, what functionalities they expected, and why. We intervened if participants took
longer than 2 minutes to understand the interaction.

6.4 Data Analysis

Our analysis included four steps per place using descriptive and inferential statistics and thematic coding: First, we
related the results from the self-directed photograph study with the ratings from the first questionnaire to determine
whether the interfaces could balance the requirements of heterogeneous user groups. We reviewed participants’
qualitative feedback, looking for data points (quotes) to identify reasons for noticing or considering the interfaces as
task-relevant. Second, we considered the ratings about how suitable and embedded the interfaces were perceived per
environment. This step evaluated whether users could connect them to the local identity and their level of embeddedness
into the built environment, both relevant aspects to contextualize interfaces [103]. For the attribute correlation, we used
the Shaprio-Wilk-Test, showing that the data was not normally distributed. We applied the Kendall’s rank correlation
coefficient in R version 1.2.5033, including the packages “corrplot”, “ggpubr”, and “psych”. Extending these results,
we thirdly evaluated the ratings about the traces’ usefulness and participants’ comments to assess how much the
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interfaces promoted engagement [103]. Fourth, we looked into the ratings about the traces’ overall understandability in
addition to the participants’ perceptions and assumptions about their making and their connection to the place and
other users. This step aimed to evaluate the design strategy’s effect on fostering sense-making [53] and the user-place
relationship [42]. To evaluate the Likert-scale data of points three and four, we used the “Likert” package in R and
coded the responses thematically by familiarizing ourselves with the data and clustering them into thematic groups [8].

6.5 Results Historical Square

Table 3. Recognition frequency of the interfaces per group (each 𝑛 = 10) and place, including the mean in % and standard deviation.

Group Photographed Noticed
Historical Square Lion Storyteller 𝑀 in % 𝑆𝐷 Lion Storyteller 𝑀 in % 𝑆𝐷

Control Group 7 8 75% 0.7 9 9 90% 0
Test Group 2 0 10% 1.4 5 5 50% 0

Community Area Drum Storyteller 𝑀 in % 𝑆𝐷 Drum Storyteller 𝑀 in % 𝑆𝐷

Control Group 4 3 35% 0.7 6 6 60% 0
Test Group 0 0 0% 0 3 4 35% 0.7

6.5.1 Self-Reported Photograph Study and Questionnaire I: The Interfaces Are Recognizable and Non-disruptive. The
results indicate that our interfaces were physically and spatially well-embedded to be recognizable for interested users
yet non-disruptive for non-users. For test group B, five participants noticed both interfaces (see Table 3). However,
only two from this group photographed the Lion, considering it task-relevant, and none perceived the Storyteller as
relevant. In comparison, for control group A (lunch breaker profile), nine out of ten participants noticed both interfaces,
of which seven took photographs of the Lion and eight of the Storyteller. Seven participants from group A considered
the Lion interface task-relevant because they either already knew the historical connection, thought it suitable for the
environment, or noticed the color difference indicating the traces and that others had touched it before. In contrast,
participants from group B mentioned that the Lion interface was hard to see with its dark colors in the shade, which is
why they did not bother further. For example, P28 (B) stated: “It blends in very well with the environment. As an event

planner, I consider it attractive, but not relevant to the decision as to whether the location is suitable for an event”. Similarly,
participants from group B mainly overlooked the Storyteller because of its stone finish or because it would not be
task-relevant. However, participants from group A stated that it caught their attention because it was positioned in the
middle of the square (n=5), would look like an info-point (n=2), or they perceived the footplate as striking (n=1). These
statements align with the ratings presented in Figure 9 showing that both interfaces were rated very high for suitability
and embeddedness into the environment, and high for perceivable as interfaces but also high for easy-to-ignore. Yet,
the correlation tests showed no significant difference in the ratings between the groups for either of the interfaces.
While the Storyteller’s recognizability was also rated very high, the Lion was only rated moderately, considering the
dark color choices that made it partly hard for participants to distinguish it in the shade. Lastly, both interfaces were
rated moderately perceivable in the environment.

6.5.2 User Testing: The Traces Provided an Easy-to-Understand Affordance but Triggered Different Aesthetic Perceptions.

Participants rated the interaction with the Storyteller higher than with the Lion across all questionnaire items, as shown
in Figure 10. Both were rated as very simple (Lion𝑀=6.35, 𝑆𝐷=1.5; Storyteller:𝑀=6.85, 𝑆𝐷=0.37), and useful (Lion:𝑀=6,
𝑆𝐷=1.5; Storyteller: 𝑀=6.75, 𝑆𝐷=0.44). The Storyteller was further rated very obvious, pleasing, and aesthetic, whereas
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Lion Storyteller StorytellerDrum

*

Fig. 9. Ratings for the Lion and the Storyteller at the Historical Square, and the Drum and Storyteller at the Community Area
regarding the six attributes asked in the first questionnaire. The attributes perceivable in the environment is here abbreviated as
perceivable env., the perceivable as interfaces as perceivable inter., and the attribute easy-to-ignore with *ignored.

the Lion was rated obvious, pleasing, but only rather aesthetic. Both interfaces were rated as moderately interesting
and novel. Based on our observations, the interaction seemed easy to understand: 17 participants rubbed the Lion’s
marked spots as intended without further instructions, whereas three participants only slightly touched the spots and
needed additional aid. For the Storyteller, 19 participants stepped immediately with both feet on the plate, whereas one
stepped more carefully with one foot first. None needed further instructions. Only two participants tried to interact
with the display during the interaction, similar to a touch screen.

14 participants related the perception of the traces for both interfaces to prior interactions and interpreted them as
markings to support intuitive handling. However, participants interpreted the traces’ deeper meaning differently for the
two interfaces. For the Storyteller, three participants knew the concept from other installations, drawing a direct relation
to the content and the context: [There are] other devices that work similarly. “Follow in the footsteps of your ancestors.” ,
P21 (A) or “Perhaps the court staff was already standing here[...].”, P28 (B). In contrast, the Lion interface triggered even
higher cultural and historical sense-making by participants (n=7) relating it to the local custom of rubbing a lion for
good luck, as intended by design. Due to its worn look, three people felt slightly uncomfortable touching the statue
(which they still did voluntarily). Another three emphasized its suitability and good design.

Fig. 10. Ratings per interface: left the Lion’s usability, right, the Storyteller’s. Both interfaces confirm a good to a very good usability.
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6.6 Results Community Area

6.6.1 Self-Reported Photograph Study andQuestionnaire: The Interfaces Were Harder to Recognize within the Environment.

At the Community Area, results from the self-reported photography showed differences between the groups (see Table 3).
Yet, the interfaces were too unobtrusive overall. Four participants from group B noticed the Storyteller and three the
Drum, but none thought them task-relevant. In comparison, six participants from group A noticed the interfaces, four
thought the Drum, and three the Storyteller task-relevant. Participants explained the low detection rate by having either
focused their attention in another direction or did not recognize the interfaces, particularly the Drum: “I paid attention
to activity offers or signposts.” P2 (A) or “It stood quite inconspicuously on the side in the flower pot. I’ve oriented myself in

the other direction.” P18 (B). The ratings presented in Figure 9 support the statements showing that the Drum was only
a little recognizable in comparison to the Storyteller and that it was also relatively imperceptible as an interface or in
the environment. Nonetheless, four participants from group A photographed the Drum, and three photographed the
Storyteller (see Table 3). The table further shows that more than double the participants noticed the interfaces but did
not think them task-relevant. While this was the goal for our test group, it also shows that both interfaces were too
unobtrusively designed and positioned, and not meeting participants’ expectations of what to look for. The correlation
tests showed no significant differences either.

Fig. 11. Ratings per interface: left the Drum’s usability, right, the Storyteller’s. The Storyteller received higher usability ratings overall.

6.6.2 User Testing: The Trace Design Was Easy to Understand and Interfaces Were Perceived Useful. Figure 11 shows
that both interfaces were found to be simple (Drum:𝑀=6.2, 𝑆𝐷=1.47; Storyteller:𝑀=6.4, 𝑆𝐷=1.5) and useful (Drum:
𝑀=6.3, 𝑆𝐷=0.86; Storyteller:𝑀=6.2, 𝑆𝐷=1.3). Additionally, their handling was evident to participants, and their design
was pleasing and rather aesthetic. However, participants found the designs only slightly novel and interesting. Our
observations further support that both interfaces were easy to understand: for the Drum, eight participants immediately
understood how to interact with it, ten explored it for a couple of hand beats before learning how to use it, and the
remaining two needed instructions. In comparison, all but one participant (n=19) directly stepped onto the Storyteller’s
plate and, thus, activated the content display. However, ten participants also tried interacting with the output screen
via touch, not perceiving its intended inactivity. For the open-ended questions about the traces and how they relate to
the content, participants (n=11) drew connections to former users. Two also stated that the traces could be a message to
the next person about how to use the interfaces, particularly for the Drum. The Storyteller footprint triggered three
participants to think of former workers and a construction site, thus associating the displayed content with the former
factory and the architectural place changes between now and then.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Overall ratings about the Traces in Use designs to indicate control elements and the interaction experience.

6.6.3 Ratings Considering the Traces in Use. Altogether, the traces were rated as very creative, clear, and simple
alternative control elements. Moreover, as shown in Figure 12, they were also rated as novel and interesting. Besides,
participants rated the experience of interacting with the traces as very simple, functional, and rather captivating and
interesting. Four participants further reasoned the high ratings by referring to the traces’ simplicity and stated the
traces intuitively indicate the interfaces’ affordances. Overall, participants reported their interaction experience as fun
and would like to extend the interfaces’ functionalities.

6.7 Discussion STEP IV

Before entering this work’s overall discussion, we shortly reflect on the meaning of our findings and our approach for
the design concept and the framework considering this section’s research questions.

6.7.1 Applying the Traces in Use Design Concept & Framework. We explored the Traces in Use design concept by
applying the framework and the findings from Steps I and II in the design process of creating three contextualized
urban interfaces. Regarding RQ1, the theoretical framework helped us to identify appropriate methods and analytical
tools for the different design phases, such as the meaning of place framework [37] for the location analysis, and the
MDD method [57] for designing and prototyping the traces. It further scoped the analysis to define the dimension
and their relationships for each place. Before beginning any design work, we analyzed each place regarding its social,
historical, and cultural meaning. This includes the analysis of the places’ role and meaning for inhabitants and urban
dwellers (People dimension), how and for what activities the places are used (Practice dimension). Furthermore, the
analysis allowed us to identify place-specific characteristics, for example, the artistic atmosphere and colorful walls
at the Community Area. Such characteristics influence the choice and meaning of traces so that they reflect the local
community [102] and are relevant to individual users [82]. Additionally, we inspected materials and objects onsite
(Material dimension), which influenced the material selection for our follow-up process. Consolidating the findings for
the dimensions People, Practices, and Materials, resulted in an understanding of the Place dimension, allowing us to
define the meanings of each place. Consequently, considering the framework under applying the meaning of place
framework and the MDD supports in defining context-specific design requirements for creating contextualized Traces

in Use urban interfaces.
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6.7.2 Reflecting on the Level of Interface Contextualization. According to Vande Moere and Wouters [103]’s model,
urban interfaces can be contextualized by considering three perspectives: content, carrier, and environment. To analyze
the level of contextualization of our Traces in Use interfaces, we build on the model by identifying four contextualization
perspectives for the Drum and the Lion interfaces: the content, material, carrier, and environment perspectives, and
three perspectives for the Storyteller: content, material, and environment. We added the material perspective as a
contextualization layer for Traces in Use interfaces because the meaning of the trace and the meaning of the carrier are
interdependent but incorporate meaning on their own. Thus, they should be considered independently. We exemplary
visualize the different perspectives along the example of the Lion interface in Figure 13. Setting these contextualization
perspectives in relation to our framework, we see complementary effects on both sides. Vande Moere and Wouters
[103]’s model lacks design dimensions considering traces, material, time, and people. In contrast, our framework
excludes a content dimension and consolidates both carrier and materials under the Material dimension. As the Traces
in Use framework serves the purpose of setting the design dimensions in relation to the meaning of traces, the traces
are detached from the content and integral parts of materials and objects. Consequently, we keep the Traces in Use

framework as-is. But we see value in adding a material layer to the contextualization perspectives to emphasize the
meaning of traces and other material characteristics dissociated from the carrier perspective. These findings emphasize
the framework’s value when applying the Traces in Use concept as it highlights the different levels of detail that need to
be considered in the design of contextualized interfaces.

Fig. 13. Designing contextualized interfaces using the Traces in Use requires considering four perspectives, here presented along the
example of our Lion interface: 1) content, 2) material, 3) carrier, and 4) environment.
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6.7.3 Heterogeneous User Group Needs and Meaningful Interaction Experiences. Responding to RQ2, our results showed
that our interfaces could support heterogeneous user group needs regarding the balance between being well embedded
and unobtrusive, yet explicit enough and recognizable. This accounts particularly for both interfaces at the Historical
Square. At the Community Area, participants from both groups either failed to notice the interfaces or did not find
them task-relevant due to them being too unobtrusive or ambiguous. This shows that the type of carrier and their
positioning within the environment influence the interfaces’ understanding and meaning. Counteracting these issues,
we could imagine finding potential solutions in combining the Traces in Use with findings from prior work, such as
applying ephemeral and dynamically changing traces (e.g., Hoggenmueller et al. [49]), or integrating features from
high-resolution displays (i.e., Wiethoff and Hoggenmueller [107]) into the carrier for attention guidance. Nonetheless,
our interfaces supported the design for heterogeneous groups considering the group results (see Table 3).

Regarding the meaningful interaction experience, we consider our results from the self-reported photography
questionnaire, confirming the interfaces’ suitability and embeddedness across conditions. The traces supported our
interfaces’ physical, spatial, and cultural embedding, which fosters users’ sense-making [53]. There is, however, a solid
physical and metaphorical interconnection of traces and carriers which might have influenced the results, making it
unclear how much the traces alone contributed. Nonetheless, the lion interfaces, combined with the traces, allowed
participants with the appropriate pre-knowledge to relate to the local cultural custom of rubbing the statue’s nose
for good luck. This further emphasizes the relevance of the dimensions Behavioral Settings in our framework, which
comprises cultural norms and behaviors. Similarly, the Storyteller concept of stepping into someone else’s shoes
supported participants in connecting to the place’s historical significance and thinking about former users’ behavior.
Thus, material traces can support interface contextualization while keeping them unobtrusive for non-interested users.

6.8 Summary Step IV a+b

Overall, the field study, including the design process, introduces how the Traces in Use design concept can be practically
applied. The qualitative user feedback confirmed the traces effect of increasing users’ sense- and meaning-making.
Results from the self-reported photography method revealed that interface contextualization is essentially influenced
by the interface positioning in the environment and the carrier choice. Regarding the making of the interfaces, the
meanings of place framework [37] supported the identification of onsite conditions and potential design features.
Complementary to this, the material-driven design method [57] supported the material exploration and implementation
in the follow-up step of creating the interfaces. Combining both methods allowed us to integrate socio-cultural meanings
into the interfaces through the traces by taking advantage of the individual, material characteristics. The Traces in Use

framework further supported the process in both steps to set the gathered information in relation to each other and to
identify traces and carriers that trigger sense- and meaning-making. We also introduced the material perspective as a
new level of contextualization to Vande Moere and Wouters [103]’s model. This perspective emphasizes the role of
materials and their characteristics in interface contextualization (see Figure 13). The field study results confirmed that
our interfaces partly supported an unobtrusive yet recognizable embedding of interfaces into shared, public places. The
crafted material traces triggered participants to think of other prior users and the surroundings, including the places’
history or cultural meaning confirming the concept’s potential for contextualizing interfaces.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

Our work was motivated by the lack of design approaches supporting the contextualization of urban interfaces [103, 111].
Additionally, public urban interfaces have to comply with heterogeneous user group needs [27, 41, 46]. We approached
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these challenges by developing and evaluating the Traces in Use design concept. The concept reuses natural traces of use
characteristics by exploiting their qualities of being recognizable and meaningful (Steps I + II) and adds an additional
information layer to the interfaces. Hereafter, we will first reflect on our approach and then discuss the differences
between our design concept Traces in Use versus natural traces of use. Based on that, we discuss our design concept
Traces in Use first for the contextualization of urban interfaces to then reflect on it as a strong design concept, a form of
intermediate-level knowledge in interaction design research [51]. We conclude with an interpretation of our results in
relation to digital and virtual realities and a discussion of study limitations along with opportunities for future work.

7.1 Reflection on the Overall Approach

Steps I + II. We began this research by identifying and analyzing natural urban traces of use presented on photographs
(Step I), followed by an initial material exploration of the making of trace designs in a lab study (Step II). Through
this approach, we identified trace characteristics that should either be avoided or included in the design process. For
example, traces that were considered rather difficult to perceive and interpret, such as scratches or noisy carriers as
presented in Table 1, were excluded, whereas the patina effect, which embodies long-term and repeated usage, showed
high appreciation in both steps (I + II). In Step II, we explored trace designs for concrete interfaces because it is a
ubiquitous urban material. Concrete is also an unusual interface material, which partly influenced the participants’
ratings and opinions to be either very curious about or opposed to it. Yet, that supported us in understanding the traces’
potential to increase interface affordance and recognizability for touch interactions.

Alternative methods for Step I are collecting images through crowed-sourced image databases or exploring touch-
related traces in the lab instead of looking into natural traces of use. However, the first would have required to control
the content for misuse and quality, and the second would have produced types of traces and their characteristics
that do not relate to urban environments. Similarly, co-design workshops enable exploration together with users,
including the exploration of various material traces. Yet, that still requires a pre-selection of materials and providing
participants with particular use case scenarios or contexts. As there is no prior work about the making of physical
material traces to create interface control elements, we explored different making strategies focusing on one material
first [45] instead of applying alternative methods in Step II. We further decided on this structured approach (Steps I + II)
for the following reasons: by understanding what people already associate with natural traces of use, we took advantage
of the structure-mapping [23, 71, 90] and integrated trace characteristics that trigger users’ sense-and meaning-making.
Building on the lessons learned from this pilot investigation, we later applied these strategies to make other material
traces, and across three fully functional interface prototypes (Step IV).

Step III. Our initial explorations also revealed the need for tools and methods to create and evaluate contextualized
Traces in Use interfaces. Hence, we developed the Traces in Use framework (Step III). This is meant as a design tool applied
throughout the design process including the context analysis, ideation, design, and evaluation phases to iteratively
develop and evaluate the prototypes up to the final interface. The framework supports defining and validating the
interfaces against the design dimensions and relationships that may influence their contextualization and the interface
design. We define it as a theoretical framework, which makes it applicable to other contexts and beyond the scope
of the specific design artifacts presented in this article. We assessed our framework in expert interviews and a field
study confirming its usefulness for physical environments. An alternative evaluation method provides a comparison
to other previous frameworks and theories. Yet, our approach included experts with the theoretical know-how and
the knowledge about current challenges and limitations when designing with traces or for urban environments. Our
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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evaluation is also limited and will require the framework’s application in future design projects for a full assessment.
For example, the Traces in Use framework excludes non-human stakeholders such as animals or artificial agents such as
robots. The latter are increasingly scattered around the city [69, 84] and, similar to animals [27, 100], influence people’s
interaction with the environment and leave their own traces [48]. Accordingly, we do not consider this framework
all-embracing but a design tool that can be used to design for different application contexts, focusing on humans.

Step IV. We lastly evaluated the Traces in Use concept practically in Step IV (a+b), which confirmed the concept’s
potential to support the contextualization of urban interfaces [112] by being suitable for and well-embedding them
into the environment and fostering users’ sense- and meaning-making. The applied research in and through design
approach [16] informed the making of the interfaces by steadily reflecting on the characteristics of natural traces and
the creation of artificial context-specific ones. Following a design-led approach enabled us to gather insights about
the socio-cultural condition and relationships in public, urban places that essentially influence the contextualization
of interfaces. While the Traces in Use framework supports setting the gathered information in relation to each other,
it required the meaning of place framework [37] to analyze relevant place characteristics. The framework originates
from environmental psychology and ignores the role of technology in the people-place relationship. This requires
designers to carefully deduct interaction and interface design-relevant characteristics based on the previously identified
meanings of a place. Currently, there is no alternative HCI tool available. This emphasizes the need to develop
design research tools and methods that support a tailored place analysis to design contextualized urban interfaces.
Similarly, we applied the MDD method [57] to explore material changes and qualities that are linked to the respective
place and allow for meaningful trace designs. Synthesizing the results from both methods, allowed us to define the
interface contextualization concepts. Throughout our work, we identified synergies between materials experience
design [33, 58, 59, 86], Urban IxD [29, 82, 103] and environmental psychology [37]. The variety of applied methods in
Step IV reflects the complexity of designing contextualized interfaces that foster users’ sense- and meaning-making.
In our work, we combined methods and tools from different fields, revealing inter-dependencies between materials
experience design, environmental psychology, and Urban IxD.

7.2 From Traces of Use to Traces in Use

We turned natural traces of use characteristics, such as the patina effect, into the Traces in Use design concept. With this,
we aimed to define a design concept that supports interface contextualization to increase socio-cultural awareness and
understandability [111]. In line with previous research (e.g., [56, 101]), the Traces in Use design concept should comprise
trace characteristics that support sense-and meaning-making to deepen the socio-cultural connection to other users and
their surroundings. Consequently, we evaluated and selected natural traces of use characteristics that can be elevated
for the user experience and interface contextualization. Another difference between natural traces of use and the design
concept is that the artificially created traces are an integral part of the interface design and purposefully embedded.
Prior work has mainly looked into understanding traces of use as a result of actual user interaction (see, e.g., [40, 77])
with few exceptions that created artificial traces to mimic prior human interaction [88]. We consider both relevant
for the Traces in Use design concept: on the one hand, the concept considers how to reveal and emphasize traces that
naturally developed over time and use. On the other hand, the concept, as explored in this work, includes traces that
are artificially created without originating from an actual interaction or relationship by making use of knowledge from
materials experience design research. Since we focused on physical material traces, we explored materials and their
characteristics to make them appear as if there was an interaction without waiting for the changes to occur naturally.
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This distinguishes the concept from natural traces of use, as the design can partly influence and orchestrate timely
development. Furthermore, users interacting with the traces of a Traces in Use interface trigger a reaction from the
interface, such as activating the Storyteller’s display or Lion’s appearing text message. The concept incorporates traces
as design features that connect the users with underlying functionalities and features. In comparison, natural traces of
use do not provide access to further information or connections.

7.3 Traces in Use for Interface Contextualization in Public, Urban Places

Our work was guided by the question of how natural traces of use can be leveraged to contextualize urban interfaces.
Synthesizing research findings across the different steps in our work, we present considerations and conclusions for
designing with traces in public, urban places.

7.3.1 Public, Urban Places Change the Traces’ Meaning Compared to Private Contexts. Previous work by Tsai et al.
[98] and Dong et al. [20] explored traces to reflect individual users’ intimate, personal meaning with their belongings
and homes. In contrast, public, urban places are designed for shared, albeit less personal interactions, and require
accommodating a wide range of user needs. In line with our expert interview results (Step III), this makes public, urban
places a more complex and challenging context to design Traces in Use interfaces. Specifically, we identified four aspects
that need to be considered when designing Traces in Use interfaces in shared public places: 1) in comparison to private
contexts, the feeling of ownership for the object or the place changes and decreases in comparison to private contexts
(as demonstrated in Step I); 2) there are multiple levels of meaning as seen, e.g., in the meaning of place framework (Step
IV) deriving through the heterogeneous user groups that need to be accounted for during the design process, and the
traces’ physicality and wearing over time that might interfere with or create new meanings; 3) the users’ willingness to
interact (Steps II & IV); and 4) similarly, with the interface affordance considering touch gesture interaction (Steps II &
IV). These points show the complexity of applying the Traces in Use design concept to contextualize urban interfaces
due to the multiple stakeholders and heterogeneous user groups. Furthermore, they emphasize the diverging design
requirements when comparing private and public contexts.

7.3.2 Traces in Use Support Individual Sense-Making and the Communication of Shared Place Meaning. The meaning
of public, urban places may differ for every user [37], which makes it challenging to design for a common, shared
understanding among multiple users. Yet, our work showed that the Traces in Use concept supports communicating
the shared meaning of places and fosters a shared understanding. For example, the foot imprints in the Storyteller
triggered an implicit social connectedness to people who had seemingly interacted at the same place in past times.
Similarly, the Lion positioned at the historical place triggered the connection to the local cultural custom and beliefs.
Participants reflected on other people’s practices and intentions in both cases, validating the traces’ effect on users’
sense-making. Accordingly, the Traces in Use design concept can trigger individual users’ sense-making and converge
individual meanings into a shared place meaning.

7.3.3 Traces Help to Physically Embed Interfaces While Fostering a Place’s Atmosphere. Field study participants (Step
IV) perceived all of our interfaces as easy to ignore and suitable for the respective place (see Figure 9). At the Historical
Square, participants imagined past scenarios, for example, one participant speculated that “perhaps the court staff was

already standing here[...].”, P28 (B). It shows that our Traces in Use interfaces supported the atmosphere of the places
and triggered users’ imagination beyond the contemporary context. It aligns with the results in Step III, in which the
experts described traces as elements that can embody history and authenticity. Both of these characteristics further
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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support the design of unobtrusive and contextualized interfaces. Thus, Traces in Use interfaces can support a public
place’s atmosphere and meaning depending on its making and physical embeddedness onsite.

7.4 Traces in Use as a Design Concept

Lastly, we want to discuss the Traces in Use design concept independently from the urban interaction design situations
presented here, to reflect on its relation to other theoretical concepts and its applicability in other contexts. To do so,
we draw on comparisons to strong design concepts, which reside between theory and specific design instances [51]. We
discuss the Traces in Use concept in relation to other (strong) concepts (e.g., social signifiers [79]) – a step which Höök
and Löwgren [51] refer to as “horizontal grounding” and that is essential for intermediate-level knowledge construction.
We further demonstrate its applicability in other contexts and domains based on design theory (“vertical grounding”).

7.4.1 Traces in Use Construed as Strong Design Concept. We saw in Steps I, II, and IV that traces are recognizable and
can trigger shared understanding about their creation. This, one could argue, qualifies them on a conceptual level as a
so-called living pattern language [2]. However, Alexander et al. [2]’s influential work on patterns describes high-level
repeated and static constructs, such as “street windows” or “tree places” in urban developments. In contrast, the Traces
in Use design concept considers design features (traces) that derive from the interactions and behavior of individuals
and masses of people with places and objects. Thus, traces grow and develop organically compared to Alexander et al.
[2]’s structured pattern language. This sets the Traces in Use concept in relation to strong design concepts, which Höök
and Löwgren [51] define as concerning a dynamic, changing gestalt that is part of a carrier. Further, we argue that our
concept classifies also in the following regards based on the criteria presented in Höök and Löwgren [51]:

• “It concerns the dynamic gestalt of an interaction design” in the form of being generated through (artificial)
interactions, influencing users’ interaction.

• Traces in Use develop over time and use and reflect common behavior of multiple or individual user(s).
• The choice of the trace type and making can be realized in various ways.
• The traces are design elements that reflect socio-cultural meaning.
• The concept has been applied in other domain contexts in prior work: e.g., in VR to increase social presence

and awareness [12, 43] and in private households contexts [98, 99].

Höök and Löwgren [51]’s criteria for a strong design concept additionally entails that “it resides on an abstraction
level above particular instances”. We cannot give a clear response to this point because the making of the material
traces does require balancing certain attributes, e.g., their shape, color, and level of smoothness. Yet, there are still a lot
of possible variabilities. For example, a touch trace could look like the ones integrated into our Lion interface. However,
it could also look different depending on the material choices and the trace’s outline because it was generated from
more right-hand users than left-handed ones. In that sense, there are aspects that characterize traces that should stay
consistent for the particular trace type but they can still be applied in many different ways.

7.4.2 Traces in Use in Relation To Other (Strong) Concepts. Considering the results throughout our work, traces seem
to be a specific type of social signifier [61, 79]. We see this connection because the traces are always linked to a prior
human interaction, and thus, embody social meaning by nature, which is a relevant characteristic of social signifiers.
Furthermore, as confirmed in Step IV and in related work, they allow for implicit social awareness [18, 77], sense-
making [56, 101], and meaning-making [20, 99] for shared contexts. They are meaningful, which is a characteristic of a
social signifier [79] and, in parallel, enable meaningful relations to other dimensions [86].
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Prior work has presented other similar concepts, such as “social cues” [77], “traces of time, use and skill” [89], etc.
These concepts overlap in their design intentions and design feature characteristics with the Traces in Use concept.
Applying digital traces, Mäkelä et al. [70], for example, revealed touch traces of prior users on a pervasive display for
hygiene purposes. In other examples, Hespanhol and Dalsgaard [40] and Monastero and McGookin [77] projected AR
traces to reveal people’s movements in space (e.g., in an office [77]). Another related strong concept is social navigation,
which presents users with social cues that influence navigation decisions [18, 51, 52]. Contexts can then be spatial
navigation [73], websites [74] and other examples [19]. The concept overlaps with the Traces in Use concept: e.g., in
Kim et al. [62]’s work, the authors introduce a system that makes use of previous users’ annotation in e-books to
help users navigate and find potentially interesting parts. In this example, the annotations can be seen as traces of
previous interactions, or traces of use. Differences between those two concepts show, for example, in their foci in which
the Traces in Use reveal and communicate the relations between the surroundings, other people, and the interface to
connect users on a social and cultural level. In contrast, the social navigation aims to support users in making decisions
about their own actions based on prior users’ activities. Nonetheless, both aim to support sense-making by using traces
of social behaviors and activities. The similarity to other concepts further strengthens the Traces in Use as a strong
concept considering its “horizontal grounding” [51].

7.4.3 Traces in Use in Cross-Reality (XR). Further, strong design concepts incorporate a core idea that is transferable
across particular use situations and application domains and stays on a certain level of abstraction [51]. In this regard,
we argue that the Traces in Use concept and similar concepts such as “social traces” [93], “markers of experiences” [86],
or “temporal patterns” [89], have already been explored in different usage context (e.g., personal belongings, in the home,
and now in an urban context) and for different purposes (e.g., trigger intimate, personal vs. shared meaning-making).

We started exploring and validating the Traces in Use for virtual environments in our previously published work [43].
For VR, prior work aimed to increase asynchronous social awareness and presence in VR [12, 43], i.e., we explored and
validated the traces for virtual environments [43]. Further, in Chow et al. [12] traces of use appeared in the form of
moving objects within a VR scene that had not been moved by the user but by others in-between visits. Accordingly, the
traces keep their functionality as social signifiers in digital and virtual worlds, allowing the user to create meaningful
connections to other users’ activities within the shared space. In each of these examples, the traces fostered social
awareness and sense- and meaning-making by enabling users to understand the experience beyond the individual
interaction experience. They also show the vast range of research applying traces in one way or another without a
formalized concept, where we see the potential of the Traces in Use to provide a common ground. For example, we see
under-explored research potential in exploring the traces as reality connectors along the Reality-Virtuality continuum,
the spectrum of technologies and interfaces from physical to virtual reality [75, 96]. Creating systems to allow for
asymmetric social connections and awareness is one of the big challenges in XR research (e.g., [32, 36, 81]). Applying the
Traces in Use design concept along the continuum could potentially respond to these challenges. But it also introduces
multiple research questions, such as how traces would change when transferring them from physical to virtual worlds.
Or what are the interactions that traces in AR or VR result from, and how do they relate and compare to physical traces?
For example, transferring the tangible trace characteristics presented in this work into other realities will present
technical challenges such as identifying feasible substitutes. Similarly, the meaning and nature of virtual places differ
a lot from, for example, urban places in the ‘real’ world. These differences raise the question of to what extent the
concept can be applied to contextualize interfaces in other realities.
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There are multiple application contexts and domains that apply traces or similar concepts. This grounds the Traces in
Use concept vertically and strengthens its relatedness to being a strong design concept. Consequently, the Traces in Use

design concept already resembles a strong design concept on various levels but will need further exploration to reaffirm
this status. Yet, as introduced above, there are still various gaps mentioned that further provide multiple research
opportunities to explore the concept further, particularly for use cases in other realities or along the Reality-Virtuality
continuum. This also includes grounding it into theory.

7.5 Limitations and Future Work

Our work sets a strong focus on creating interfaces with a physical trace design, excluding other technologies such
as augmented (AR) or mixed reality (MR) traces. Future work could bridge this gap and explore the Traces in Use

concept for MR contexts and traces. Additionally, we tested the interfaces in Step IV with recruited participants and
instructed profiles over a short period of time and at two places only. Future work should therefore evaluate their
effectiveness over time and continued use. Also, the field results showed that we did not fully achieve to contextualize
all interfaces on the same level for the two places. Yet, through this, we learned about the close inter-dependencies
of the different contextualization perspectives, which requires developing approaches and methods to evaluate each
perspective independently. Regarding the making of Traces in Use interfaces, Steps II and IV also identified the challenge
of balancing the traces’ naturalness with their usability and contextualization effect. Further exploration is needed
on how to balance the traces’ aesthetics (Step IV) and shape irregularity (Step II) so that the interface clearly affords
the intended interactions while appearing in the Traces in Use design. Lastly, we currently ignore traces caused by
other non-human agents such as the urban wildlife [13, 27] and autonomous urban robots [50]. We see the potential for
future work to explore traces of non-human stakeholders sharing the same environment as people, in terms of their
meaning and, in the case of traces caused by robots, their computational aesthetics.

8 SUMMARY

In our work, we present the development and evaluation of the Traces in Use design concept for the contextualization
of urban interfaces. Based on collected natural, urban traces of use examples natural (Step I), we explored dimensions
and characteristics relevant for the trace designs (Step II + IV a). We further set the dimensions into relation with
each other in a Traces in Use framework, which we evaluated with experts (Step III) and in the design process of
two empirical field studies (Step IV). Our results confirmed the framework as a useful tool to support the creation of
contextualized urban interfaces using the Traces in Use design concept. Furthermore, the results identified the concept
as an approach to physically embed interfaces that comply with heterogeneous user group needs by capturing the
attention of interested users but being easy to ignore for passers-by / non-users. As such, our work contributes to two
ongoing challenges within Urban IxD and extends prior work, for example, Wouters [111] by adding the material layer
to contextualization perspectives content, carrier, and environment. Besides the contextualization of urban interfaces,
we see the potential for the Traces in Use concept to similarly support the contextualization of an individual or shared
interfaces and environments in other contexts, i.e., VR. In future steps, we aim to extend the concept of virtual, digital,
and hybrid traces to foster sense- and meaning-making beyond the physical world.
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